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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
There was a ten-year period in United States history in which President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated, the Beatles and the Rolling Stones took rock music by storm,
the Boston Celtics won nine NBA Championships, and hundreds of thousands of
individuals of all races listened to Dr. King’s dream. President Lyndon B. Johnson
pushed though the Civil Rights Act, young American men were sent against their will to
a very “hot war” in Vietnam, Katherine Hepburn invited Sidney Poitier to dinner, and
while Stanley Kubrick taking the world on a space odyssey, astronauts Neil Armstrong
and Buzz Aldrin took an Eagle to the Moon. The events mentioned were just a small
sampling of those that occurred during this ten-year period known as the 1960s. US
society had not experienced this much altering of the status quo since the Civil War and
Reconstruction. As Sam Cooke said in 1964, “a change gon’ come.” That change Mr.
Cooke sang about has come, but with a “still working out the kinks” asterisk right beside
it.
All of this turmoil and chaos that the decade witnessed was funneled into
allegory in a low budget, science fiction program called Star Trek 1. After a failed pilot

1

Due to the many spinoffs, from this point on, this specific Star Trek will be referred to as “The Original
Series” or “TOS.”

1

2

attempt and a recommendation from Lucille Ball 2, Gene Roddenberry’s liberal-humanist
ideals were being televised on network television in a prime-time slot for the country to
view. No hot-button topics in American society were considered taboo on The Original
Series. The show’s producers and writers used a science fiction backdrop to discuss
issues such as race, women, the Vietnam War, and the hypersensitive debate between

communism and democratic liberalism. There was no way Andy Griffith or Jed Clampett
would attempt to kiss Nichelle Nichols – the actress who played Lieutenant Uhura in TOS
– let alone be physically attracted to her. 3 Due to low ratings, NBC canceled the series
after three seasons, yet its impact has lasted much longer than its run. From its comically
horrific fight sequences to its lofty philosophical dialogue, TOS has been highly
influential in popular culture and spurred serious academic discussions.

2

Yes, that Lucille Ball of the hit television program, I Love Lucy. After CBS rejected his pitch, show
creator Gene Roddenberry pitched and sold his series to Lesilu Productions, which secured interest and
funding from NBC. The pilot produced, “The Cage,” was about hyper-evolved, highly intelligent, and
large-headed aliens (the antagonists) who literally caged other alien life forms (the human protagonists) for
material needs and intellectual stimulus. Roddenberry wanted to comment on the nature of humanity by
creating an allegory for the superciliousness of “superior” intelligence and the enslavement of lesser beings.
The NBC executives rejected the pilot for being “too cerebral” and made an unpredicted decision to order
for a second pilot. The rest became history (Bernardi, 1998, p. 36).

3

In his book Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future, Daniel Bernardi discusses the
infamous kiss scene (or lack thereof) between Captain Kirk and Uhura, in the 1968 episode ‘Plato’s
Stepchildren,” as being hypocritical to Roddenberry’s liberal-humanist philosophy (Bernardi, 1998, pp. 3839). Bernardi mentions that in preproduction, the script called for a kiss, NBC executives intervened and
attempted to block and remove the scene from being aired, and an eventual compromised came about. The
scene that aired showed Kirk being forced to kiss Uhura, via mind control, and with some nifty camera
work, the two “kiss.” There is some fault with Bernardi’s analysis. Firstly, as he noted in his work, the
original intent was to have Kirk and Uhura kiss, which fits Roddenberry’s ideology. Because the network
altered the intended scene does not make the ideology hypocritical, rather demonstrates how NBC caved
under the pressure of a racist nation. Secondly, whether or not the kiss was “true,” a white man and a black
woman kissed on national television! That should be the main takeaway, not creating a problem that does
not exist.

The series would grow into one of the most recognizable, profitable, and
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culturally significant franchises the world has ever seen, in spite of being canceled after
three seasons for a total of seventy-nine episodes. To date, the Star Trek franchise has
twelve feature films and six television series. Furthermore, as Jennifer E. Porter and
Darcee L. McLaren detail in their introduction for Star Trek and Sacred Ground:
Explorations of Star Trek, Religion, and American Culture (1999), “the Star Trek
phenomenon includes countless unofficial fan-generated novels, short stories, songs,
poems, drawings, paintings, models, costumes, and videos, as well as officially sponsored
merchandise including hundreds of novels, guidebooks, technical manuals,
encyclopedias, autobiographies, comic books, collector cards, action figures, and games”
(Porter & McClaren, 1999, p. 1).
It is truly remarkable that a failed series that was deemed “too cerebral” early in
its development transformed into this science fiction juggernaut, with many of its most
notable episodes being ones with cerebral, philosophical, and political themes. These
themes have garnered serious attention within academia, ranging from the topics of race,
religion, and foreign affairs. This thesis focuses on a philosophical principle that is truly
synonymous with the franchise – the “Prime Directive.” 4
The Prime Directive is Starfleet’s General Order Number One. It establishes an
edict that governs Starfleet members so that they properly handle first encounters with
less developed humanoids – they are not to interfere with a society’s development. The

4

The abbreviation for the “Prime Directive” throughout this thesis going forward will be “PD.”

problem of how to approach peoples with differing societal norms and structures

4

occurred during an earlier phase of Earth’s history, the Western European age of
exploration. While searching for a faster route to Asia, Western explorers “discovered”
and encountered the native peoples of the New World. To the Europeans, the native
populations of the Americas were “primitive” because their societies and cultures did not
resemble Western civilization. This lack of respect and mindset led to the violent
colonization of the continents.
As the world has progressed from that time, becoming more integrated and
interdependent, first encounters with humans have become extremely rare and will
eventually cease. First encounters still happen in the remotest Amazonian jungles, but
those meetings are now rare events. Nevertheless, humanity will eventually develop the
technology and master the laws of physics to explore the cosmos on a grand scale. In this,
presumably, distant future, first encounters with alien life forms will be inevitable. There
is value and significance in discussing the principles and procedures that ought to govern
such encounters.
Think of The Original Series and the Prime Directive as a kind of thought
experiment. TOS set forth Starfleet General Order Number One, a comprehensive
mandate that governed first encounters with less developed humanoid societies. The
purpose of this thesis is to answer the following question: Can the Prime Directive as
established in The Original Series be the foundation of a non-science fiction doctrine for

first encounters? This analysis will reconstruct and critically assess the normative
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adequacy of The Original Series’ interpretation of the Prime Directive.
Throughout The Original Series, Captain James Tiberius Kirk of the USS
Enterprise made the final determination of how to interpret the PD, while First Officer
Spock and Chief Medical Officer Leonard “Bones” McCoy added additional insight. TOS
and the later Star Trek series emphasize the importance of autonomy and individual
freedoms – a critical component that the Prime Directive protects. However, TOS
distinguishes itself from its successors by maintaining that the notion of sovereignty is
only authentic if the planet’s population has freedom of choice over how society and
government is constructed and managed. If a society’s governing entity enslaves or
manipulates its population without consent, the population cannot choose its own way of
life. Intervention is then warranted.
This is why Kirk’s actions that involve interference with the power structure of a
society fall within the parameters of the Prime Directive. He is providing a population the
opportunity to control its own destiny by establishing a society conducive to them. By
contrast, the later series of the 1980s and 1990s are more tolerant of a planet’s status quo.
Captain Picard, Captain Sisko, Captain Janeway, and the other Starfleet commanders of
the later series are more accepting of differing cultural norms, including oppressive and
exploitative arrangements. They are not concerned with establishing the conditions of
individual choice. Because the later Star Trek series are more accommodating and

tolerant, they establish a less interesting interpretation of the Prime Directive. TOS
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operates with a nuanced version of General Order One that is worth exploring.
This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter Two will discuss in further detail
why The Original Series account of the Prime Directive was selected, as well as the
differences between the different series. Furthermore, it will discuss how members of
academia interpret the PD and review their conclusions on the subject. Chapter Three will
be an episode-by-episode analysis of each Prime Directive centered episode to extract the
different nuances each episode added to the order, concluding with a comprehensive
definition of the PD. Lastly, Chapter Four will provide a comprehensive definition of the
Prime Directive, as well as propose an operational Prime Directive that can be used in our
non-science-fiction future.

CHAPTER TWO
ACADEMIA’S INTERPRETATION AND THE USE OF THE PRIME DIRECTIVE
Why Just The Original Series?
The Prime Directive has appeared primarily in the franchise’s five main television
series. 1 Since each one of the television programs discussed the Prime Directive in
various ways, the question posed is why simply focus on one series and not include the
others? The rationale for this choice is that the Prime Directive’s interpretation in TOS
prompts philosophical discussions of individual autonomy compared to the ensuing series
that prompt philosophical discussions of tolerance of differing culture. With Captain
Kirk, Mr. Spock, and Dr. McCoy leading the discussion of the edict, the Prime Directive
requires that humanoid societies respect and uphold the freedom of choice of its members
without infringing upon this natural right.
The Original Series is the first mainstream television program to establish and
disseminate to a large number of people a clear, yet intricate and nuanced, theory and
protocol of how explorers must interact with primitive societies. In TOS, if Captain Kirk
and the crew encounter a society in which the members have not freely chosen the social

1

I am not including the Star Trek: The Animated Series. The shows that are noted are: Star Trek, Star Trek:
The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space 9, Star Trek: Voyager, and Star Trek: Enterprise. The Prime
Directive also makes a very brief appearance in Star Trek: Into Darkness, which is the 2nd film of the
alternate reality reboot of the franchise.

7

arrangements and the institutions of authority, they would find a way to introduce the
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concept of individual choice without revealing their true identities – aliens from a planet
called Earth whose species have developed intergalactic space travel. The Enterprise
crew’s goal is to remove the agents of oppression to ensure the members of the planet’s
society can freely agree upon the social arrangements.
The series of the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, are more accepting of societies and
cultures that do not promote democratic and individual autonomy principles. In the 1988
TNG episode titled “Symbiosis,” Captain Picard and the rest of the Enterprise-D crew
encounter two groups of two individuals from the planets Ornara and Brekka
respectively, as well as a barrel of “medicine.” The men explain to the crew that the
“medicine” is to treat a plague that is ravaging the citizens of Ornara. This “medicine” is
produced on Brekka, whose entire global economy is based on the production and selling
of the “medicine” at an unreasonable price to the Onarans, who are completely dependent
on this “cure.” Picard decides to bring the individuals back to their respective planets and
provide parts to fix the broken Ornanan spaceship, which this interplanetary trade is
contingent upon.
The plot twist of this episode occurs when Dr. Crusher discovers that the
“medicine” is actually a highly addictive narcotic and the plague has been eradicated; the
Brekkans have been exploiting the Oranans’ drug withdrawals. Picard honors the Prime
Directive by neither informing the Orarans of this manipulation by the Brekkans nor
providing the parts needed to repair the ship, consequently dismantling this drug trade

9

and, hopefully, allowing the truth to emerge naturally and the situation be resolved by the
two societies (Roddenberry, 1988).
In a 1993 episode of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine titled “Captive Pursuit,” a
reptilian-skinned humanoid from the Gamma Quadrant named Tosk becomes friends
with botanist Keiko O’Brien while taking refuge at the space station Deep Space Nine
(hence, the title) as his ship is being repaired. Later in the episode, a group of uniformed
humanoid hunters blast their way into DS9, via a wormhole, in search of their “prey.”
The hunters explain to the crew that Tosk is their target and that he has been bred for this
hunt and has been training his entire life to avoid being caught. They claim that Tosk
cannot imagine any other fate than to elude the hunters for a period of time and
eventually be captured and killed. This explanation leads to a heated argument between
the hunters and Commander Sisko, in which the hunters defend themselves by explaining
to the Commander that this hunt is a social norm, one in which Tosk accepts. 2
Despite his disapproval of this un-Earthly tradition, there is nothing Sisko can do,
since preventing these hunters from living by their cultural tradition would violate the
Prime Directive, which leads the commander to make the decision of releasing Tosk to
the hunters. However, O’Brien has other plans and helps Tosk escape the space station,

which gives Tosk another opportunity to live, while allowing the hunters to continue their
chase. At the end of the episode, Commander Sisko reprimands O’Brien for her actions;

2

Tosk’s acceptance is explained in a later scene where O’Brien tells him to ask for asylum while he is in a
holding cell. Even though it appreciates the offer and the crew of DS9 trying to help him live, Tosk refuses
the offer of asylum because it goes against his beliefs.
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however, he does so only out of protocol, since he did not want to have the death of Tosk
on his hands (Berman & Piller, 1993). 3

The 1996 Star Trek: Voyager episode titled “The Chute” begins with two Starfleet
officers of the USS Voyager, Tom Paris and Harry Kim, being wrongfully accused and
convicted of a terrorist bombing on the home planet of the Akritirians, killing a number
of Akritirian citizens. They are detained and thrown into prison where the inmates are
forced, via a brain implant, to kill one another 4 to control the prison population. Paris and
Kim, in order to survive the hellish conditions of the prison, must resist the aggressive
impulses from the implant in order to live for a potential escape.
Meanwhile, Captain Janeway tracks down the actual bombers, a young brothersister duo. The topic of conversation between Janeway and the terrorists/freedom fighters
(depending on your point of view) does not venture into the realm of the ethics of this
resistance movement, rather she threatens to turn in the young rebels to the Akritirian
authorities unless they provide her with the location of the prison. The young bombers
provide the location of the prison and Janeway and the rest of the crew of the Voyager
rescue Paris and Kim (Berman & Taylor, 1996).
These three episodes provide detail about and insight into the nature of how the
Prime Directive is interpreted in the twenty-fourth century. The Voyager episode does not

3

This is the first series of the Star Trek franchise that Gene Roddenberry was not creatively involved in
since he died on a heart attack in 1991.
4

There is an intensely gruesome scene where an inmate slits the throat of another inmate. The series came a
long way from bad choreographed judo fight sequences.
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mention the PD, unlike the other two examples, yet the way Captain Janeway handles the

situation demonstrates that she is heavily influenced by the order. She does not attempt to
stop the savagery that was occurring in the prison whatsoever; she even killed a few
prisoners. The three captains do not necessarily accept the ethics of the cultures and
humanoids they encounter, but they do tolerate them and acknowledge that there are no
true and universal set of rules that define right and wrong behavior and cultures.
Granted, the consequences of enforcing the Prime Directive in the TNG and DS9
episodes yield exactly the outcomes the captains wanted – eliminating drug trafficking
and saving the life of a living creature, at least temporarily. However, there is a very good
chance that Kirk would have handled each situation differently. He would likely have
taken a more proactive approach in dealing with the drug trafficking, extortion, hunting
humanoids for sport, and prisoners slitting each other’s throats. Where the other Starfleet
captains are more accepting of the circumstances of their surroundings, Kirk is less
tolerant in accepting conditions where individuals are exploited and do not have freedom
of choice. Captains Picard, Sisko, and Janeway may be upholding the Prime Directive in
its most literal interpretation. However, TOS, in the person of Captain Kirk, set forth a
doctrine of non-interference that does not come at the expense of individual liberty.
The takeaway from these examples is to demonstrate the critical significant
difference between twenty-third (The Original Series) and twenty-fourth (The Next
Generation, Deeps Space Nine, and Voyager) century treatment of the Prime Directive.
The non-interference aspect of the doctrine remains intact, yet the degree in which a

Starfleet Captain values individual liberty varies. This is not to claim that personal
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autonomy of all life forms is not of importance in the twenty-fourth century when
interacting with different humanoid societies and cultures. Rather, the Starfleet captains
of this century place more of a premium on the social norms of different civilizations
compared to Captain Kirk and the other twenty-third century Starfleet captains.
Furthermore, discussing the Prime Directive in both centuries, that is incorporating the
other series in the Star Trek franchise alone with TOS, would require a work of greater
length and time.
How Scholars Have Interpreted the Prime Directive
Before summarizing and analyzing the actions and dialogue of the Prime
Directive centered episodes of TOS, it is critical to examine how other scholars have
defined and interpreted the law. This thesis is not the first and, hopefully, not the last
study to discuss this complicated, yet very interesting, concept that is the Prime Directive.
A review of the literature demonstrates that the problem examined in this thesis has not
been addressed. The Prime Directive in most studies has been broadly examined, not
always taking into consideration the philosophical shift in the statute's interpretation
between the two centuries. Each series has its own unique voice; therefore, the treatment
of different philosophical, political, and social questions and issues will be addressed
differently. Simply stating that the Prime Directive is a non-interference doctrine, despite
being true, does not do justice to the varying perspectives on the topic.

13

I will begin with two of the most notable encyclopedias dedicated entirely to the
Star Trek franchise. Bjo Trimble’s Star Trek Concordance (1995) was one of only two
reference books, at the time of its original publication in 1969, which provided insight
into TOS. 5 Trimble’s work provides TOS and The Animated Series episode summaries
and a comprehensive lexicon of all terms, characters, planets, etc., associated with the
franchise. She defines the Prime Directive as “the first rule of the Federation and of
Starfleet, to never interfere with a culture. General Order No. 1, the rule of
noninterference; a wise but often troublesome rule which prohibits Federation
interference with the normal development of alien life and societies” (Trimble, 1995, p.
216). She continues by explaining that this order “can, and is, disregarded when
absolutely vital to the interests of the entire Federation, but the commander who does

violate it had better be ready to present a sound defense of his actions” (Trimble, 1995, p.
216). After defining the Prime Directive, Trimble then provides a few examples of what
episodes discuss the statute without providing her own interpretation on the topic. Those
examples, and more, are the subject of Chapter Three of this thesis.
The second of these two encyclopedias is The Star Trek Encyclopedia: A
Reference Guide to the Future (1999), written by Michael Okuda, Denise Okuda, and
Debbie Mirek, which provides detailed definitions and descriptions of all the characters,
concepts, planets, ships, terms, etc. in the entire Star Trek universe. They write that the

5

The second book, The Making of Star Trek, written by Stephen Whitfield in 1968 was the other. This
publication focused on the “behind the scenes” activities of TOS, detailing its creation and production, as
well as providing cast credits and episode details.

Prime Directive “prohibits Starfleet personnel and spacecraft from interfering in the
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normal development of any society, and mandates that any Starfleet vessel or crew
member is expendable to prevent violation of this rule” (Okuda, Okuda, & Mirek, 1999,
p. 385).
Furthermore, the authors also explain the PD’s role in guiding the first contact
with alien civilizations.6 One of the policies that the Federation and Starfleet must adhere
to is the Prime Directive, “which prohibits interference with the normal development of
any society, particularly a culture less technologically advanced than the Federation”
(Okuda et al, 1999, p. 155). Additionally, “under the Prime Directive,” the Okudas and
Mirek write, “first contact is generally avoided until a civilization has attained significant
spaceflight capabilities. Another policy calls for covert surveillance of many cultures
prior to first contact, enabling Federation sociologist to anticipate probable reactions”
(Okuda et al, 1999, p. 155).
In his work Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future (1999),
Daniel Bernardi briefly discusses the Prime Directive. Bernardi’s goal is to explain “how
existing approaches to film and television studies, perhaps with only minor tweaking and
synthesis, can be effective tools in criticizing, deconstructing, or defamiliarizing the
meaning of race in popular United States film and television” (Bernardi, 1999, pp. 2223). There are two important themes in his work. Bernardi wants to explain the way

6

First contact, as defined by the Okudas and Mirek, is the “sociological term for a civilization’s initial
meeting with extraterrestrial life, often referring to first contact with representatives of the United
Federation of Plants (The Federation)” (Okuda et al, 1999, 155).

Americans approach, construct, and understand the concept of race affects how the
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viewers recognize race in the Star Trek universe, as well as convince his readers that
“Star Trek works as a coercive force and normalizes a white centered hegemony to its
audiences” (Sekhon, 1998, p. 97).
Bernardi’s chapter that discusses TOS’ liberal-humanistic discourse does tend to
be too critical about the race dynamic in that series by retroactively applying the more
racially tolerant and accepting social norms of 1998 (when Bernardi’s book was
published) to the social norms of the 1960s (see note 3 for an example). This form of
faulty logic is similar to saying TOS’s special effects are of poor quality compared to
TNG’s or DS9’s special effects. The statement itself is not necessarily wrong; however, it
is important to bear in mind that societal norms – and technology for that matter as well –
change generationally, becoming more tolerant after TOS episodes were written.
Furthermore, the fact that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was a self-proclaimed “Trekkie”
and hailed TOS for taking a supportive stance on racial and gender equality undercuts
Bernardi’s thesis. 7
This is one criticism from Bernardi’s work and should not take away from the
importance it holds by being a truly academic approach to the analysis of Star Trek.

7

In a 2011 interview with NPR, Nichelle Nichols, who played Lieutenant Uhura on TOS, reflected on an
encounter with Dr. King at a NAACP fundraiser. He told her that he was a huge fan and she responded my
telling him she wishes she were marching with him. Dr. King told Ms. Nichols that her role on TOS was
necessary because she was a symbol of the Civil Rights Movement. After she thanked him for the
compliment, Ms. Nichols told Dr. King she was leaving the show and he became agitated. Dr. King told her
that she could not leave the show. Ms. Nichols explains that Dr. King continued by saying “don’t you
understand what this man has achieved? For the first time, we are being seen the world over as we should
be seen” (Nichols, 2011).

16

Assessing The Original Series from the standpoint of racial equality, Bernardi provides
an evaluation of the Prime Directive. An aspect of his research involved having a

discussion with fans on a listserver website called STREK-L about different topics. In his
section titled “Geopolitics: Intergalactic Relations and Polemical Posturing,” Bernardi
and the users discuss how the Prime Directive can be applied to real world international
issues. He explains that the “United Federation of Planets and the Prime Directive,
Starfleet’s dictum not to interfere in the natural evolution of alien words, are the two
diegetic logics most commonly used by the fans to discuss events in real-space time”
(Bernardi, 1999, p. 159). Bernardi then presents a fan’s question from STREK-L
pertaining to American foreign policy and the Prime Directive. The fan writes:
So, if we are to follow a real life 90s version of the Prime Directive, where
do we start? Are we (the US and UN) going against the Prime Directive by
trying to impose a democratic version of political stability on a politically
unstable country (Haiti)? Are we going against the Prime Directive by
trying to arrest a politically powerful warlord in Somalia? Why aren’t we
using the same methods in Bosnia? (unknown author from STREK-L in
Bernardi, 1999, p. 159)
Bernardi states that this question sparked a discussion about the racial and paternalistic
overtones of how the United States or the United Nations decide when and where to
intervene, that is when and where to adhere or violate the Prime Directive, when applying
it to 20th century international disputes. He then notes a fan’s comment pertaining to the
potential racism that is inherent in American foreign policy’s interpretation of the Prime
Directive. Jeff explains that the Bosnians are allowed to “make their own mistakes’
because they are European, while the other cultures ‘obviously’ (in a sarcastic tone) need
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our help. They haven’t advanced far enough for us to let them slaughter themselves. That
is a right only Europeans or those with European backgrounds have earned” (Jeff from

STREK-L in Bernardi, 1999, p. 159). In response, another fan named Bruce explains how
the United States is in a no-win situation regarding interference. Bruce writes that:
Last year, when the debate over Somalia (pre-commitment) was raging
and it looked more likely that we would send troops to Bosnia, it was said
that ‘It’s obvious we’re helping the Bosnians because they’re white and
leaving the Somalis to starve because we don’t care about black people
dying.’ Now that we’re in Somalia, the same people say, ‘It’s obvious that
we’re in Somalia because we’re paternalistic towards African nations,
while we stay out of Bosnia because we respect their ability to take care of
themselves.’ So which is it? What can the U.S. possibly do they won’t be
called racist? (Bruce from STREK-L in Bernardi, 1999, p. 160)
The Prime Directive episodes in TOS do not have a racial component within them. They
solely focus on the issues of individual sovereignty and cultural evolution. 8 As Bruce
from STREK-L has stated, though, racial and paternalistic overtones may very well exist
when different nations interact with one another. A notable historical Earth example of
these overtones in full effect is the European colonization of Africa. However, applying
intrinsically human behaviors and beliefs that only occur on Earth (that we know of) may
become problematic in a real-world, future application of the Prime Directive. We as
Earthlings do not know if racism and paternalism exist in alien civilizations. Furthermore,
a Prime Directive ensuring individual autonomy in turn prevents subjection in any
method – based of race, gender, species, etc. – of a life form.

8

The societies also are predominantly white, which eliminates any potential race elements in Prime
Directive and interference episodes.

Another aspect of the Prime Directive that Bernardi discusses, via the fans on
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STREK-L, is how colonization has “interfered” with the development of numerous
cultures across the world, during different centuries, to the point where invoking a nonfiction PD would be harmful to humanity. STREK-L fan Bruce provides some insight
into this notion by discussing the parallels of the TOS episode “Pattern of Force,” where
Kirk and the crew attempted to reverse the Nazi influence on the planet Ekos, by
applying the actions taken in World War Two to remove the Nazi regime in Germany.
Bruce writes:
I think that we have indeed become such a global community that cultures
no longer develop individually as do planetary cultures in the Federation.
(Almost) all nations are members of the U.N. and the world economy, and
developments in any one necessarily influence the others. Similarly, we
assume that in the world community, there are certain standards of human
rights that all nations must respect, despite sovereignty. (Thus, the Nazis
had no right to commit genocide, even if they had left other nations alone).
(Bruce from STREK-L in Bernardi, 1999, p. 161)
Bernardi then quotes another STREK-L user, Bettina, as she responds to this concept of a
need to intervene in a people’s society on the grounds that this specific society is
committing human rights violations, which threatens the sanctity of the rest of mankind.
Bernardi quotes an unnamed user who shares a similar sentiment with Bruce. Bernardi
writes, “even though I think the world would be a better place if we abided by the Prime
Directive, we only live on one small world. The thing one Third World nation might do
might have an unwanted profound impact on much of the world.” He finishes the quote
by stating, “we can’t just ignore something like that like it happened on another planet

light-years away” (Bernardi, 1999, p. 161). Bettina, defending the use of the Prime
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Directive, responds with the following:
Agreed, again IF you understand THEIR point of view and THEIR past
history and allow them to SHARE or even get the CHANCE to EXPRESS
THEIR experiences and technologies without claiming YOURS was
“first” or “best”, rather than PRESENTING YOUR culture and YOUR
technology and describing the benefits that YOU have received from using
that technology. (Bettina from STREK-L in Bernardi, 1999, p. 161) 9
The purpose of integrating fan analysis is twofold for Bernardi. First, though less
important for the objective of this thesis, he wants to demonstrate the intelligence,
sophistication, and eloquence of Star Trek fans; they truly have a grasp of the themes and
principles the different series are presenting. Second, and more importantly, a modern
and non-fiction interpretation of the Prime Directive is complex and multifaceted.
It is difficult to argue against both positions outlined by Bruce and Bettina. To
justify adhering to the PD when genocide and other human rights violations are being
committed is irresponsible, yet it is equally irresponsible to justify violating the PD due
to a superiority complex of one society “sharing its knowledge” to “enrich the culture of
a lesser society.” However, there would be no point analyzing the Prime Directive if
every potential international crisis was as black-and-white as preventing the slaughter of
an ethnic group or not forcing an ideology upon a culture without the consent of its
peoples. Whenever the Prime Directive is mentioned in a situation, either in the Star Trek
universe or on Earth, the case is full of complexity and complication.

9

According to Bernardi, Bettina using all capital lettering for specific words was to emphasize her position
on the subject, which is a disdain for intervention based on superiority.
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Despite this argument, Bernardi, other scholars, and fans fall into a trap that leads
them to comparing and applying the Prime Directive to international relations incidents
after the “Age of Exploration,” especially incidents from the twentieth century onward.
Richard Peltz in his article titled “On a Wagon Train to Afghanistan: Limitations on Star

Trek’s Prime Directive” (2003) sets out to explain how “the Prime Directive is neither the
primary concern (of an episode’s storyline) nor an inviolable directive” (Peltz, 2003, p.
635). Moreover, Peltz explains how “the proper and modern understanding of the Prime
Directive dictates that the value of cultural autonomy must be balanced with the
inevitability of cultural interference and transformation” (Peltz, 2003, p. 636).
He highlights three important principles when applying the PD to real world
international affairs. The first principle is that the Prime Directive “is not inviolable,
rather its violation is inherent in its nature” (Peltz, 2003, p. 636). The second principle is
that the Prime Directive “is not a rule of law, but rather an aspiration” (Peltz, 2003, p.
636). The last of the three principles, Peltz writes, is that the Prime Directive “is a
product of a Utopian fiction, and as such can never be fully realized on the Earth as we
know it” (Peltz, 2003, p. 636). He claims that by understanding these “limiting principles,
in the context of the present conflict between the West and the Islamic word” (Peltz,
2003, p. 636), the reader will come to the conclusion that a modern and real world
interpretation of the Prime Directive should not and cannot prohibit Western intervention
in the Middle East, and more specifically for Peltz, Afghanistan.
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Peltz’s work claims that the PD’s genesis must be understood in the context of the
1960s, in that the edict’s noninterventionist principle reflects Roddenberry’s disdain of
US foreign policy and the nation’s involvement in Vietnam. This claim is supported by
Patrick McCormick, who in his article “Final Frontier Covers Old Ground” (1996) writes
that “the ‘prime directive’ was Roddenberry’s stricture against colonial or cultural
imperialism…And obviously enough, it was also his reaction to America’s own failed
interventions and colonial exploits in Latin America and Southeast Asia” (McCormick,
1996, p. 48).
This interpretation of the Prime Directive sets forth one theory for new viewers of
TOS to understand the allegory of PD episodes. Kirk represent the political and social
norms of the United States, and to broaden the spectrum, reflects Western social thought
and values, in that Western society has advocated democracy and freedom as the correct
pillars of civilization. The Prime Directive, in this allegory, is supposed to be the
defender of differing world cultures and deters the rampant, unfettered, and forceful
dissemination of Western norms. Captain Kirk’s unwillingness to interpret the Prime
Directive in this manner embodies the lack of acceptance of non-Western cultures and
societies, for these societies need the help of the West to guide them onto the narrow and
righteous path of freedom.
The Prime Directive not only was designed as a condemnation of colonialism,
Peltz argues, but also shares a relationship with the United Nations’ doctrines and

principles. 10 Peltz uses the article “The Interstellar Relations of the Federation:
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International Law and ‘Star Trek: The Next Generation” (1994) by Michael Scharf and
Lawrence Roberts to explain how the Prime Directive resembles article 2, paragraph 7, of
the United Nations Charter. This U.N. provision reads as “nothing contained in the
present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state,” with the exception being that
the Security Council is permitted, under the Charter, to take enforcement action against
specific humanitarian crises (U.N. Charter art. 2, par. 7). This order establishes the
principle of non-intervention as a prevailing norm in international law and customs.
Scharf and Roberts, according to Peltz, believe that “intervention to prevent gross
violations of human rights or to protect nationals from imminent peril or injury in a
foreign country” (Scharf & Roberts in Peltz, 2003, p. 649) is a concept that is rejected by
the international community because intervention on humanitarian grounds can readily be
abused.
After defining the Prime Directive’s origins and intent, Peltz sets forth to explain
the relationship amongst the Prime Directive, Western culture, and Afghanistan. Peltz
compares the Taliban’s forceful rule over the Afghani people to that of Nazi Germany.
“As the Taliban committed human rights atrocities against the Afghan people, and
cultural atrocities such as the destruction of ancient artifacts,” Peltz writes, “the West was

10

It is important to note that despite Schraf’s and Robert’s piece focusing on TNG, the Prime Directive’s
definition and resemblances of real world policies do not vary between the Star Trek series. The Prime
Directive is only enforced differently based on the captains’ interpretation.

unable or unwilling to intervene, pursuing a policy akin to, if perhaps more
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condemnatory than, Western Europe's appeasement of Hitler or the Federation's reliance
on the Prime Directive vis-A-vis the Cardassian occupation of Bajor 11” (Peltz, 2003, p.
659).
In the ensuing paragraph, Peltz then compares the United States invasion of
Afghanistan in the early 2000s in which the US “brought them democracy” (Peltz, 2003,
p. 660) to the actions of Captain Kirk in the episode “The Omega Glory” in which Kirk
“reintroduces democracy to the Yangs on the planet Ekos” (Peltz, 2003, p. 660). When
discussing American foreign policy towards Afghanistan, Peltz (2003) writes:
This creeping pattern of Westernization clearly shapes foreign cultures
and so can be regarded as at least a passive violation of the Prime
Directive – more subtle and slower but ultimately no less definitive than
the “regime change” effected in Afghanistan. But like the regime change
in Afghanistan, Westernization is not inherently wrong because it violates
the Prime Directive. Nor is Westernization inherently right, as an end to
pursue notwithstanding countervailing concerns about cultural autonomy.
Rather, any deliberate policy or inadvertent state of affairs that effects
Westernization must be measured for whether it draws the proper balance
between cultural autonomy and cultural interference. (pp. 662-663)
He continues by explaining that:
Measurement must take place in light of circumstances, and those
circumstances must be viewed in light of the limitations inherent in the
Prime Directive: namely, its ultimate impossibility. Here on Earth, that
balance will more often favor interference over autonomy than in an
interstellar context because our various cultures are already inextricably
intertwined. But the balance will never be struck easily, and the same hard
choices that keep Starfleet captains up at night will perpetually confront
humanity at home. (p. 663)

11

Peltz is referencing a plotline in The Next Generation and Deep Space Nine.

Peltz’s argument, while compelling, simply neglects a fundamental component of
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the Prime Directive: it cannot be applied to international diplomacy and politics
on Earth. 12 The Prime Directive is designed to prevent Federation members from
interfering with the natural development of a primitive, pre-warp drive
civilization. These specific humanoids are completely unaware of alien life
outside of their solar system. Using Afghanistan, or any nation-state on Earth, as
an example would suggest that Afghanistan’s population is “primitive” and
unaware of the existence of any other peoples and nations on Earth. Since
Afghanistan’s population is neither primitive nor unaware of the existence of
other peoples and nations on Earth, the Prime Directive does not apply. Whether
the PD is an allegory and mechanism to prevent Western cultural imperialism is
an entirely different discussion. However, the Prime Directive can never be
applied in any international relations issue.
Michael Stokes Paulsen in his work titled “Captain James T. Kirk and the
Enterprise of Constitutional Interpretation: Some Modest Proposals from the TwentyThird Century” (1996) associates the Prime Directive with the First Amendment of the
US Constitution. The primary focus of Paulsen’s essay is his constitutional interpretation
of the TOS episode “The Omega Glory,” in which (spoiler alert!) Captain Kirk has to
correct the damaging interference done to the two predominant societies on Omega IV by

12

His argument also neglects to consider the notion that the invasion was not about bringing democracy to
Afghanistan, but rather about retaliation for the attacks on September 11, 2001. However, that is a
discussion for a different topic.

Captain Ronald Tracey. Tracy, the former captain of the USS Exeter, introduced his
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phaser to the Kohms, a low technology and pre-warp group of humanoids, to aid them in
their planetary war with the Yangs, another low technology and pre-warp group of
humanoids, Paulsen explains that:
Apparently, the prime directive of noninterference with the peaceful
development of other peoples on other worlds is a pure principle of
convenience, honored when its constraints are necessary to make a
challenging plot and dispensed with (often without mention) whenever its
strictures would interfere with the tidy resolution of a plot in a way that
the writers found desirable. (Paulsen, 1996, p. 671)
This “convenient” or selective application of the PD by Kirk, Paulsen explains, “is sort of
like the Supreme Court’s treatment of the First Amendment’s freedom of speech”
(Paulsen, 1996, p. 671). To support this assertion, he cites the two Supreme Court cases
of Texas v. Johnson and Madsen v. Women’s Health Center. The first case, according to
Paulsen, was a “strict adherence to the prime directive of the First Amendment,” in which
the Supreme Court ruled against flag-burning regulations because they infringe upon
fundamental speech rights set forth in the amendment, while the second case violates “the
prime directive (that is the First Amendment) where deemed inconvenient, by
manipulating the ‘level of scrutiny’ of direct, content-based prohibition of political
speech in a public forum,” since the Supreme Court restricted where antiabortion
protestors can voice their dissent, by establishing a thirty-six-foot buffer zone around any
abortion clinic (Paulsen, 1996, p. 671).
Paulsen’s goal was to expose and destroy “the myth of judicial supremacy and
judicial exclusivity in constitutional interpretation” (Paulsen, 1996, p. 691). His critique

of the Supreme Court jurisprudence provides a valuable allegory between the Prime
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Directive of TOS and the First Amendment, in that despite having the appearance of a
straightforward rule, the PD, is open to multiple interpretations regarding enforcement.
Understanding the Criticism
The Original Series and its treatment of the Prime Directive have not been absent
of criticism. Professor Jon Wagner and Jan Lundeen in their work Deep Space and
Sacred Time: Star Trek and the American Mythos (1998) explain the key difference
between TOS and the other series of the franchise. The authors write that the stories TOS
episodes tell “rely heavily on the idea that some cultural developments follow correct
evolutionary patterns while others do not and that it is up to Starfleet officers to make the
distinction” (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, pp. 158-9). Kirk is notorious for making these
“distinctions.” Wagner and Lundeen finish their thought and claim that: “Sometimes the
mere fact that a given social arrangement offends Captain Kirk’s sense of authentic
human growth is enough to justify intervention” (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, p. 159). This
notion of Kirk interpreting the Prime Directive liberally will be discussed in much further
detail in the section analyzing TOS episodes.
How the Starfleet captains approach the Prime Directive and intervention is one
of the more notable distinctions between the series. 13 “There is a noticeable difference
between twenty-third-century and twenty-fourth-century Starfleet views on intervention,”
write Wagner and Lundeen on the subject (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, p. 159). The

13

The most striking difference between the different Star Trek series is the cast.

Original Series takes place in the twenty-third-century, and The Next Generation takes
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places in the twenty-fourth-century. The two authors believe that the American political
and anthropological thoughts of the decades in which the two respective series aired
represents this difference. (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, p. 159). The twenty-third-century
(TOS) attitudes toward interference parallels the socially accepted political and
anthropological concepts towards social evolution and intervention of the 1960s, while
the twenty-fourth-century (TNG) attitudes towards interference parallel the socially
accepted political and anthropological concepts towards social evolution and intervention
of the 1980s and 1990s. The key difference between the series, future centuries, and the
attitudes is the level of acceptance of differing cultures, with TOS being less tolerant than
TNG.
This form of criticism involves the fusion of two distinct and independent fields
of study – political science and anthropology. The Star Trek franchise fuses the two fields
together when discussing the Prime Directive. TOS approach to the PD is more in line
with late-nineteenth-century anthropological theories of unilinear cultural evolution.
According to Julian H. Steward’s book Theory of Culture Change: The Methodology of
Multilinear Evolution, unilinear cultural evolution 14 is the notion that “all societies pass
through similar developmental stages. Since contemporary primitive peoples are
presumed to represent stages in the development of more advanced societies, they are
thought to exhibit a kind of arrested development” (Steward, 1995, p. 4).

14

It appears odd to use a source with “multilinear” in the title to explain to explain a “unilinear.” However,
Steward does provide some insight into the concept of unilinear cultural evolution.
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Mark P. Lagon in his article “We Owe It to Them to Interfere: Star Trek and U.S.
Statecraft in the 1960s and the 1990s,” (1993) explains how this anthropological concept
is influential to how Kirk and the rest of the crew of the Enterprise approach foreign
affairs. Lagon states that TOS “reflects the views of American elites about political
development in the Third World. Debates conducted between Kirk, Spock, and McCoy
over the respective social systems and paths to development and growth of other planets

mirrors attitudes of foreign policy elites” (Lagon, 1993, p. 252). The episodes that are set
in different periods of Earth’s history (e.g., the Roman Empire in “Bread and Circuses,”
1920s Chicago in “A Piece of the Action,” and Nazi Germany in “Patterns of Force”)
demonstrate a “spontaneous parallel development,” Lagon explains, and “reinforced the
American notion that all nations develop in the same unilinear patter” (Lagon, 1993, p
252).
Wagner and Lundeen (1998) agree with Lagon, yet they provide more detail and
expand on the subject. Wagner and Lundeen expound on unilinear cultural evolution and
modernization theories by providing a summarized version of the claims made by Lewis
H. Morgan in Ancient Society (1865), Edward B. Tylor in Primitive Culture (1871), and
James G. Frazer in The Golden Bough (1890). The two authors identify seven important
assumptions that the three anthropological works share about unilinear evolution:
1.
2.
3.

An overarching natural “law” of progress, or improvement, governs
both biological and cultural change.
Cultural “evolution” is simply another term for progress.
All peoples pass through the same stages and substages of cultural
evolution, even though some are farther along than others at a given
time.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Differing rates of progress may be explained by race, environment,
historical accident, or some combination of the three.
People at a given stage of cultural evolution will resemble others at
that stage, even if widely separated from them in time and space.
Knowing the level or stage of a people’s cultural evolution will allow
the informed scientist to predict details of their customs, social
organization, and ways of thinking.
Since advanced cultures are objectively better, happier, and more
knowledgeable than primitive ones, it is only proper that the advanced
cultures do whatever is necessary to control, change, educate, or even
replace inferior peoples. (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, 156-157)
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According to the critics, this version of anthropology is prominent and on full display
throughout the Prime Directive episodes of TOS. Western civilization, from the European
colonization of the New World in the 16th and 17th centuries, and Africa primarily during
the latter half of the 19th century, as well as American foreign policy from the Cold War
onward, uses this understanding of cultural evolution to justify its intervention in
societies that they deem “primitive” or not of first world quality.
Unilinear cultural evolution is not the only anthropological theory pertaining to
how cultures and societies evolve and grow. This theory has been dismissed for over a
century in the anthropology field due to the then radical theory of anthropologist Franz
Boas. When discussing how ethnological collections at museums should be curated in his
contributions to the article titled “Museums of Ethnology and Their Classifications” in
the Science journal, Boas claims, “In ethnology all is individuality. We should be
compelled to leave long rows of cases empty, as certain phenomena occur but in very few
tribes. It would be almost impossible to show in this way all important ethnological

phenomena, the historical development of tribes, the influence of neighbors and
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surroundings, etc.” (Boas, 1887, p. 589).
Furthermore, Boas believes that “the main object of ethnological collections
should be the dissemination of the fact that civilization is not something absolute, but that
it is relative, and that our ideas and conceptions are true only so far as our civilization
goes” (Boas, 1887, p. 589). This theory of cultural relativism, 15 meaning different
peoples and cultures evolve, develop, and progress independently of each other at
different speeds, became the new norm in anthropology at the start of the 20th century,
dethroning the previous theory of unilinear cultural evolution (Boas made this declaration
in 1887).
Despite the anthropological community’s acceptance of cultural relativism over
unilinear cultural evolution, unilinear evolution was, and still to a small extent currently,
as well as modernization theory remain a popular model that influenced nations’ foreign
policies. The Prime Directive is said to be partly derived from cultural relativism theories
of social development, and was adopted to combat against the cultural chauvinism of the
members of Starfleet and the Federation. Therefore, according to this line of criticism,
Captain Kirk violates the PD multiple times, and uses the principles of unilinear cultural
evolution to justify his intervention.
In TOS, the only repercussions Kirk has to deal with are snarky comments from
Spock, who is the voice of the cultural relativist in the series, questioning Kirk’s

15

This is the term used today.

decisions to violate the Prime Directive. Starfleet or the Federation never officially
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disciplines Kirk, which might a metaphor for the state of American foreign policy of the
late 1960s and onward. The United States did and does not face serious consequences for
its actions from a higher authority related to its involvement and attempts to
“democratize” Southeast Asia, as well as Latin America, South America, and the Middle
East. 16
Because TOS was grounded by this principle of universal and unilateral progress
of cultures and societies along a similar path, Captain Kirk can easily violate the Prime
Directive without guilt or remorse whenever another planet’s society ventured off this
path; if the society is not evolving as Earth did, it is wrong and needs to be corrected. By
1987, Star Trek: The Next Generation premiered and the social acceptance of unilinear
cultural evolution was no more. Wagner and Lundeen explain that the Cold War and its
politics were dwindling away and “cultural imperialism was going out of fashion, and
multicultural understanding was coming in; anthropologist were chagrined to hear the
‘natives’ talking back to them” (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, p. 132). By comparison,
Captain Jean-Luc Piccard’s interpretation of the Prime Directive became more
conscientious, hesitant to violate the order at will, compared to Kirk’s “shoot first and ask
questions later” approach. Once again, it is important to turn to Wagner and Lundeen for

16

However, there is not an official world police or government on Earth similar to the Federation to
discipline nations. If one were to say the United Nations, which the Federation is modeled after, is that
authority, any sanctions that are made come from the UN Security Council. Discipline becomes rather
tricky to implement when a nation such as the United States, a member of the UN Security Council, is
infringing upon another nation’s sovereignty and violating international law.

more insight into this topic. They explain that “the greater seriousness with which the
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Prime Directive is taken in the three later series is more than just a twenty-fourth-century
policy adjustment: it expresses our (the United States) culture’s growing appreciation of
diversity” (Wagner & Lundeen, 1998, p.190).
This analysis of Kirk’s treatment of the Prime Directive in TOS is damning,
implying that the character’s sole purpose is to rid the galaxy of non-Western, nondemocratic societies. This simply does not occur in the Prime Directive episodes. The
Enterprise encounters humanoid civilizations whose institutions of authority restrict its
members from exercising their natural right to think independently. As a whole, Prime
Directive-centric episodes involve Captain Kirk walking the PD-violation line to ensure
freedom of expression and thought for these humanoid societies. He is prioritizing
individual political and civil liberties over the collective rights of the society. How can a
society naturally progress and develop when its members cannot freely decide its fate?
This question is what makes The Original Series treatment of the Prime Directive one
worthier of investigation since it provides an answer to the previously stated question.

CHAPTER THREE
ENTERING THE FILM ROOM:
ANALYZING THE PRIME DIRECTIVE EPISODES
The Methodology
Before examining the Prime Directive episodes, it is important to explain the
methodology of how and why the episodes were selected and analyzed. This section will
discuss six TOS episodes that reference the PD directly. 1 These six episodes provide the
additional context needed to detail a more comprehensive interpretation of the Prime
Directive. If General Order One was strictly adhered to and simply understood, then these
episodes would not have been written. Potential incidents that may violate the PD not
only provide drama in the episode, they also present a theory of what actions constitute
interference, and if interference does occur, what steps need to be taken in order to rectify
the situation.
Paulsen’s notion of the Prime Directive sharing similarities with the amendments
of the US Constitution, more specifically the First Amendment, has influenced how the
episodes in the next subsection were ordered. Throughout the United States’ history, the

1
There are a total of seven episodes in The Original Series that explicitly mention the Prime Directive or
the “Non-interference directive,” as well as multiple episodes that involve interference in its broadest
interpretation. Providing in-depth analysis of close to 15 episodes would require a larger study than this.
Simply discussing the episodes that directly reference the Prime Directive is sufficient in providing a
proper evaluation of the edict. Please see note 10 later in this chapter for details to why the seventh episode
was excluded from the study.
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First Amendment, as well as the rest of the constitutional amendments, has been
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interpreted differently. Rulings based off an interpretation of a law or an amendment
establish a precedent for future legal actions. Following the same logic, the episodes are
arranged by stardate, not by when the episode initially aired, in order to detail the
precedent that Kirk and the crew establish when they encounter a scenario involving the
Prime Directive. TOS episodes do not follow a true linear timeline, meaning that the
episodes are not chronologically ordered. 2
The best way to illustrate this statement is through example. Here are the stardates
for three episodes that aired directly after one another: “Tomorrow Is Yesterday” aired
January 26, 1967 and the events of the episode occurred on stardate 3113.2; then “Court
Martial” aired February 2, 1967 and the events of the episode occurred on stardate
2947.3; and then “The Return of the Archons” aired February 9, 1967 and the events of
the episode occurred on stardate 3156.2 (Trimble, 1995, p. 23). 3 Each episode of TOS
occurs independently of the others. The events in one episode rarely carry over to the
next or are even referenced in a later episode. 4

2

The events in the first season happen before the events in the second season, and the events in the second
season happen before the events of the third season for the most part. However, the events in each episode
do not always occur after one another. See Bjo Trimble’s The Star Trek Concordance for the exact Star
Dates for each episode.

3

4

All three seasons of TOS are on Netflix and their original airdates coincide with Trimble’s work.

The most prominent exception to this notion is one and only Harry Mudd, the infamous sex trafficker and
supreme ruler of some random asteroid. He appears in two episodes, Season One’s “Mudd’s Women”
(Roddenberry 1966) and Season Two’s “I, Mudd.” (Roddenberry, 1967).

Each episode examination will begin with a summary of the plot. These
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summaries provide the framework of the episodes’ stories as well as detail the activities
that occurred. After the episode recaps, there will be the analysis section noting the
important Prime Directive dialogue and actions of the crew members. Through this
analysis, a precedent will be established for comparisons between the episodes.
Establishing precedents define which PD-related actions are specifically allowed and
forbidden as well as uncover any potential inconsistencies or hypocrisies when applying
or violating the statute.
By compiling this information, along with the context provided by previous
scholars, a comprehensive account of the Prime Directive will be developed that is more
nuanced than the one provided in the show, the Star Trek Encyclopedia, or the Star Trek
Concordance. The aim of this study is to formulate a real-world version of the Prime
Directive that can guide humanity’s inevitable interaction with alien life across the
universe.
The Episodes 5
“The Return of the Archons” – Stardate 3156.2 6: Any discussion of the Prime
Directive must begin with this episode because this is the first time the edict is referenced
in the series. The episode begins with Lieutenant Sulu, helmsman of the USS Enterprise,
and Lieutenant O’Neil exploring the planet Beta III to discover the whereabouts of the

5

Episode summaries are from a combination written notes when watching TOS episodes and episode
summaries from Bjo Trimble’s The Star Trek Concordance.
6

Stardates come from the episodes and confirmed in Trimble’s encyclopedia.

USS Archon, a Starfleet which disappeared near Beta III around one hundred years
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earlier. After Sulu escapes and the planet’s inhabitants capture O’Neil, a landing party
led by Captain Kirk went down to investigate Beta III. The crew discovers the communal
and agrarian culture of Beta III is static and lacks individuality and creativity.
The members of the society refer to themselves as part of “the Body,” which is a
peaceful form of collective consciousness developed from the ideological principles of
the omniscient Landru. At the Red Hour (6:00pm), the citizens are transformed from their
respectable and peaceful demeanor into a violent and ferocious mob, commencing the
Festival. This Festival is a twelve-hour period during which Beta III’s inhabitants are
allowed to commit acts of lawlessness and debauchery as a method to release repressed
frustration with the totalitarian hold Landru exerts over the society.
Kirk, Spock, and the rest of the landing party come to discover the fate of the USS
Archon and its crew as a result of what the Enterprise was experiencing in orbit. Heat
beams from Beta III were focused on the Enterprise in an attempt to force it to crash onto
the planet, after which the crew members are compelled to merge with the Body. This
was the fate of the Archon, and the members who survived the crash and were not
absorbed into the Body formed an underground organization to rebel against Landru’s
rule. Kirk and Spock, with the help of current members of the resistance, reach Landru’s
location.
They discover the omnipresent entity ruling Beta III to be an incredibly complex
supercomputer built by an engineer and philosopher named Landru 6,000 years ago. The
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computer identifies itself as Landru since he programed the computer with his ideology
to guide his fellow citizens to a more peaceful and tranquil future. The computer,

however, interpreted Landru’s philosophical principles strictly and without context, to the
point where people cannot have individual thoughts and personalities. Kirk manages to
convince the computer that it is stifling and harming Beta III’s society and culture, which
results in Landru self-destructing. The episode ends with a Federation sociologist staying
behind on Beta III to help guide the citizenry in becoming an individualistic society
capable of growth, progress, and creativity.
“The Return of the Archons” sets the fundamental precedent of how the Prime
Directive will be treated throughout the rest of the series. The PD is not discussed in great
detail in this episode, for it is mentioned in just two lines of dialogue:
Spock: Captain, our Prime Directive of non-interference.
Kirk: That refers to a living, growing culture…do you think this one is?
(Roddenberry, 1967)
It is difficult to imagine that two lines of dialogue can be so crucial to the interpretation
and understanding of TOS’s treatment of its newly revealed principle. Critics like Wagner
and Lundeen may interpret the actions of Captain Kirk – a humanoid being from another
planet overthrows the ruling authority of a sovereign society to establish a new regime –
as a textbook example of the term “interference.” However, an interpretation of the
interference similar to Wagner and Lundeen is not the proper way to assess the situation
for this episode. Applying the Prime Directive to the stagnant and authoritarian
conditions of Beta III would only perpetuate the authoritarian power dynamics in place,

which is why Kirk refuses to do so. Landru died 6,000 years ago, and Beta III’s
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population remained technologically, socially, and culturally dormant due to the
totalitarian hold Landru’s computer had over the civilization.
During his discussion with (computer) Landru, Kirk states, “Without freedom of
choice, there is no creativity. Without creativity, there is no life” (Roddenberry 1967).
Kirk’s logic is as follows: The population of Beta III did not freely choose to live in a
stagnant, non-vibrant society and culture, but rather was forced into their prisonesque
environment by an omnipresent supercomputer; therefore, Kirk must act because he
believes that not acting in this situation would violate his duty. The humanoids of Beta III
do not have the freedom to think for themselves. They are members of a collective.
Because Landru prevented these humanoids from freely developing their own society and
government, Kirk cannot invoke the Prime Directive in good conscience. If he were to
listen to Spock, Kirk would then be allowing a civilization to be subjected to an authority
that constrains individual liberty to which it did not freely consent. For the Prime
Directive to apply, Beta III’s citizens would have had to collectively agree to Landru’s
proposed government and social norms. Since the populace did not, Captain Kirk must
not adhere to the Prime Directive.
Along with making clear that the Prime Directive does not apply to civilizations
whose totalitarian, freedom-restricting, and creativity-restricting institutions were not
consented by the civilization’s populace, there is a more subtle precedent Kirk’s actions
create. The Prime Directive is applied at the discretion of a starship captain. Mr. Spock

clearly, though not firmly, questions Kirk’s eagerness to destroy Landru by suggesting
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the captain’s plan may be in violation of the PD. Once Kirk explains why the order does
not apply to the situation at hand, the discussion ends. There is no ensuing formal
investigation into the incidents on Beta III, suggesting two potential explanations: either
Kirk’s actions are legitimate and legal under Federation statute or Kirk’s superior officers
never reviewed the events that occurred on the planet. 7 Whether or not Kirk’s actions are
legal, what transpired on Beta III set a de facto precedent that carries through the rest of
the series.
“The Apple” – Stardate 3715.3: A landing party consisting of Kirk, Spock,
McCoy, Chekov, Yeoman Martha Landon, and four security officers beam down to the
planet Gamma Trianguli VI. According to Chekov, the planet’s surface is “just like
Russia” (Roddenberry 1967). McCoy quickly corrects him by comparing the planet to the
Garden of Eden, to which Chekov retorts that the Garden of Eden is “just outside of
Moscow” (Roddenberry, 1967). This back-and-forth between the two crew members is
meant to indicate the planet’s ideal environment for life – the soil is fertile, the average
temperature stays roughly 76 degrees consistently, and it resembles both a jungle and a
forest simultaneously.
But Gamma Trianguli VI is not as edenic as the crew initially perceived. They
quickly discover that the planet is full of dart-shooting poisonous plants, explosive rocks,
and electrical storms producing pinpoint accurate lightning bolt strikes. The main cast

7

Or the writers of the series never thought to add this dynamic into an episode.

manages to avoid all of these deadly planetary forces, while the red-shirted security
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officers promptly lose their lives. Afterwards, Kirk and the crew begin interacting with
the planet’s native population. An altercation starts with Kirk punching Akuta, the
natives’ leader, in the face when Kirk catches Akuta spying on the landing party. Akuta
identifies himself as the “eyes of Vaal” and his people as the “feeders of Vaal”
(Roddenberry, 1967).
The “feeders of Vaal” are peaceful, immortal young humanoids wearing network
television approved loincloths and other crudely woven garments. Their environment
provides for all the necessities for survival: food, water, and resources needed to build
shelter. Due to their immortality and lack of predatory threats on Gamma Trianguli VI,
the planet’s inhabitants do not know how to reproduce, since they have no need for
reproduction. This apparent idyllic life is created and protected by Vaal, the large
serpent’s head carved from rocks. The snake’s head is a façade that hides an underground
output terminal for a supercomputer with no indications of who created it or where it
came from.
Daily food offerings from the inhabitants (“feeders of Vaal”) power the computer,
which is then turned into a reaction mass that powers and controls every aspect of the
planet’s ecosystem. Due to the unprecedented amount of time the inhabitants interacted
with the landing party, Vaal views both the landing party and the orbiting Enterprise as
threats to the sustainability and health of its people’s culture and society. Vaal generates
violent electric storms to keep the landing party from further interaction and exploration.

The supercomputer even attempts to pull the Enterprise from orbit, but fails to do so as
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Scotty and the rest of the ship’s crew manage to foil Vaal’s attack.
The episode ends with the following events: Akuta and the native people fail in
their multiple attempts to kill Kirk and the landing party, the Enterprise landing party
devises a plan to prevent the native population from feeding Vaal because it lowers the
computer’s defenses, and the Enterprise firing its lasers to destroy Vaal. The landing
party leaves Gamma Trianguli VI with Akuta and his people scared, confused, and
mortal. The native population must now learn how to survive, govern a society, and
develop a culture without the guidance of Vaal.
“The Apple” and “The Return of the Archons” share a similar plotline: the
Enterprise’s landing party encounters a naïve, ignorant, and primitive population –
relative to the Federation – with stagnated cultural and social identities that were
developed by an advanced, “all knowing” supercomputer, which must be destroyed to
liberate the inhabitants. In both episodes, the landing party discusses whether to
implement the Prime Directive. Both episodes also come to the same conclusion: the
Prime Directive does not apply to the present situation and the crew must destroy the
supercomputer. Unlike “The Return of the Archons,” this episode provides more
dialogue, offering further insight and context pertaining to the issues of interference. Here
is the dialogue primarily between Spock and McCoy when they are discussing Vaal’s
true nature:
SPOCK: In my view, a splendid example of reciprocity.
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MCCOY: It would take a computerized Vulcan mind such as yours to
make that kind of a statement.
SPOCK: Doctor, you insist on applying human standards to non-human
cultures. I remind you that humans are only a tiny minority in this galaxy.
MCCOY: There are certain absolutes, Mister Spock, and one of them is
the right of humanoids to a free and unchained environment, the right to
have conditions, which permit growth.
SPOCK: Another is their right to choose a system, which seems to work
for them.
MCCOY: Jim, you're not just going to stand by and be blinded to what's
going on here. These are humanoids, intelligent. They need to advance and
grow. Don't you understand what my readings indicate? There's been no
progress here in at least ten thousand years. This isn't life. It's stagnation.
SPOCK: Doctor, these people are healthy and they are happy. Whatever
you choose to call it, this system works, despite your emotional reaction to
it.
MCCOY: It might work for you, Mister Spock, but it doesn't work for
me. Humanoids living so they can service a hunk of tin.
KIRK: Gentlemen, I think this philosophical argument can wait until our
ship's out of danger. (Roddenberry, 1967)
As he did previously in “The Return of the Archons,” Spock again defends the current
state of the planet’s society. Spock believes that the social progression of Gamma
Trianguli VI’s inhabitants should not be the Federation’s concern. The Universe consists
of a multitude of different societies, cultures, and humanoid creatures. Not all humanoids
are on comparable evolutionary trajectories nor do they have to share similarities of
human development on Earth. Bones takes the position Kirk did when criticizing
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Landru’s constructed society on Beta III and Kirk plays the role of an arbiter, deliberating
about both interpretations of the Prime Directive before making an executive decision.
That executive decision comes once Vaal starts the electrical storms and attempts
to bring down the Enterprise from orbit. Kirk and Spock discuss the Prime Directive in
the following lines of dialogue:
SPOCK: I am concerned, Captain. This may not be an ideal society, but it
is a viable one.
KIRK: Bones was right. These people aren't living, they're existing. They
don't create, they don't produce, they don't even think. They exist to
service a machine.
SPOCK: If we do what it seems we must, in my opinion it will be in
direct violation of the non-interference directive.
KIRK: These are people, not robots. They should have the opportunity of
choice. We owe it to them to interfere.
SPOCK: Starfleet Command may think otherwise.
KIRK: I'll take my chances… (Roddenberry, 1967)
Spock notes that the group of humanoids of Gamma Trianguli VI not visibly progressing
in over ten thousand years as well as allowing a supercomputer to control every aspect of
life is far from optimal. However, Spock also notes that Vaal is providing all the
necessities for life, albeit at the most rudimentary level. Vaal created this simple, yet
healthy agrarian society, while also providing protection from destructive outside
elements. Kirk, on the contrary, sides with McCoy and uses similar rhetoric from “The
Return of the Archons” to justify his actions, running the potential risk of having
insubordination charges brought against him for removing Vaal.
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Determining whether the Prime Directive should be in effect is not as cut-and-dry
as it was in the previous episode. The social arrangement – one can even say the social
contract – established between Vaal and his feeders is fairer than the conditions on Beta
III. However, to claim Vaal is not exploiting Gamma Trianguli VI’s population would be
ill advised. Whoever or whatever created Vaal ensured that the power dynamics between
the supercomputer and the inhabitants would favor the supercomputer. Moreover, Vaal
created and sustained a society and culture that prevented the population from ever
progressing beyond an agrarian lifestyle. The viewers are unaware of whether the
population freely chose the social and cultural conditions of Gamma Trianguli VI. When
comparing this episode to “The Return of the Archons,” a viewer may conclude that
Akuta and the feeders have accepted these conditions simply because there is no “Vaal

resistance organization,” as there was with Landru. This interpretation is quite misguided.
Vaal provides the population with an edenic environment, but at the cost of creating a
dependency. These dependent inhabitants need to feed Vaal in order to exist because if
they do not, they are putting their existence at risk.
That lack of free will, stagnation, and exploitation is what Kirk believes is
occurring on Gaama Trianguli VI. The social arrangement and the power dynamics
presented in “The Apple” suggest that the planet’s civilization can neither progress
beyond their current condition under Vaal’s governance, nor can the civilization freely
choose a different social arrangement without consequences from Vaal. Despite the
computer providing Akuta and his people with a modest and sustainable paradise, Vaal
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hinders the civilization from fulfilling its potential as a species because the humanoids do

not have free will to change their conditions. Kirk is correct when he states that the Prime
Directive does not apply to Gaama Trianguli VI.
If the Captain is correct in his interpretation of the order, then why is Mr. Spock
so insistent about how destroying Vaal was not the correct line of action and a clear
violation of the Prime Directive? Here is the dialogue from the very last scene of the
episode:
MCCOY: I don't agree with you at all, Mister Spock.
SPOCK: That's not unusual, Doctor.
(Kirk enters the bridge.)
MCCOY: Jim, I want you to hear this.
SPOCK: Captain, I'm not at all certain we did the correct thing on
Gamma Trianguli VI.
MCCOY: We put those people back on a normal course of social
evolution. I see nothing wrong in that.
KIRK: Well, that's a good object lesson, Mister Spock. It's an example of
what can happen when a machine becomes too efficient, does too much
work for you.
SPOCK: Captain, you are aware of the biblical story of Genesis.
KIRK: Yes, of course I'm aware of it. Adam and Eve tasted the apple and
as a result were driven out of paradise.
SPOCK: Precisely, Captain, and in a manner of speaking, we have given
the people of Vaal the apple, the knowledge of good and evil if you will,
as a result of which they too have been driven out of paradise.
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KIRK: Doctor, do I understand him correctly? Are you casting me in the
role of Satan?
SPOCK: Not at all, Captain.
KIRK: Is there anyone on this ship who even remotely looks like Satan?
(McCoy and Kirk walk around Spock. McCoy is gazing intently at his
ears.)
SPOCK: I am not aware of anyone who fits that description, Captain.
KIRK: No, Mister Spock. I didn't think you would be. (Roddenberry,
1967)
This scene is why the Prime Directive’s treatment in “The Apple” is more complex than
“The Return of the Archons.” Spock may not want to definitively make the claim, but he
is suggesting that Kirk is Satan in this story, while Akuta and his people are Adam and
Eve – they were happy, complacent, and ignorant of a life outside of their own. The
environment provided everything a humanoid needs to live a healthy, peaceful life. Vaal
may visually resemble a serpent, but it plays the role of God, an all-powerful entity
overseeing Adam, Eve, and the entire planet. Gamma Trianguli VI is Eden, paradise
incarnate. Unlike the serpent in the Old Testament, Kirk does not tempt Akuta and his
people with an apple, but rather forces them out of ignorance by destroying their provider
and leaving them to construct society without outside assistance. Even Satan provided
Adam and Eve a choice of whether or not to eat the fruit.
This interpretation of the episode would then suggest that Kirk did violate the
Prime Directive as he interfered with the social order and development of Gamma
Trianguli VI’s civilization by destroying Vaal. However, the fact remains that the
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creation of Vaal produces an exploitive relationship between the supercomputer and the
inhabitants, in which the inhabitants cannot freely reform the power dynamics without
consequences.
Despite Spock’s assertions as well as the aforementioned interpretation, the

precedent established in “The Return of the Archons” – a Federation starship captain may
interfere with a society only if a supercomputer governing the society denies the
inhabitants their natural right to individual autonomy – allows Kirk to destroy Vaal and
interfere with Gamma Trianguli VI’s primitive planet without repercussions. “The
Apple” does not develop a new precedent, independent from the one founded in “The
Return of the Archons.” The episode does reinforce and provide additional context to the
previous precedent: the Prime Directive does not apply to a civilization devoid of liberty
and autonomy.
“Bread and Circuses” – Stardate 4040.7: Kirk, Spock, and Bones beam down
to the fourth planet of the 892 system (Planet 892-IV) searching for the S.S. Beagle and
its crew that went missing six years ago. The captain of the Beagle, R.M. Merik, is an old
Friend of Kirk’s from the Starfleet Academy. The planet resembles 20th century Earth as
though the Roman Empire never fell. The landing party agrees that they must enforce the
Prime Directive unequivocally. A few moments afterwards, the landing party encounters
a group calling themselves “Children of the Son.” The group is led by Septimus, a
peaceful man who preaches non-violence and rejects the Roman way of life as he and his
followers face state-sanctioned religious persecution.

During discussions with the Children of the Son, the Enterprise landing party
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determines that the First Citizen of the planet, Merikus, most likely is Captain Merik of
the S.S. Beagle. Kirk explains to Septimus and his followers that Merikus has violated
one of the most “important laws” (Roddenberry 1968) of his society and he must be
brought to justice. Before the landing party could carry out their plan, the authorities
capture and bring them to Merikus. The landing party confirms its suspicions of the First
Citizen’s identity, as Merikus is Captain Merik of the Beagle. Merik explains to Kirk,
Spock, and McCoy that the Beagle was shipwrecked and the native population coerced
him to have the ship’s crew beam down to the planet. The crew members were given the
choices of either adapting to the social norms or fighting to the death in the televised
gladiatorial games. Furthermore, Merik admits he assisted multiple times in luring and
entrapping other starship crews to fight in the gladiatorial arena.
Kirk deems Merik’s actions as violations against the Prime Directive and berates
Merik for what he has done. Both Merik and his second in command, Proconsul Claudius
Marcus, tempt and threaten Kirk with bribes and bodily harm in order to get the
Enterprise’s captain to trick his crew into beaming down onto the planet’s surface. Kirk
refuses to perform the task, knowing that if he does what Merik and Claudius Marcus
request, he would be sending the crew to their deaths. As punishment for Kirk’s defiance,
Spock and McCoy are condemned to fight as gladiators in the arena, while Kirk is forced
to watch his colleagues and friends kill one another. This barbaric form of entertainment
is televised for the citizenry’s enjoyment and entertainment.

As in every other episode, the crew finds a way to escape their apparently
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inescapable predicament. Spock’s superior strength manages to overpower both his and
McCoy’s opponents. While acting commander of the Enterprise, Scotty manages to
disrupt Planet 892-IV’s power grid to provide Kirk, Spock, and McCoy a chance to
escape captivity. Merik eventually atones for his actions as First Citizen when he
witnesses how Kirk acts in a crisis by using a communicator to contact Scotty to have
Kirk, Spock, and McCoy beamed back up to the Enterprise. For his treachery and treason
against the Romanesque government, Proconsul Claudius Marcus kills Merik by stabbing
him in the back – an ode to Julius Caesar and Brutus. The episode ends with Kirk, Spock,
Bones, and Uhura discussing Septimus and his followers. During this discussion, Uhura
mentions that while monitoring the planet’s radio waves, “sun” is actually “Son,”
implying that a Christ-like figure has emerged, and its Christian-like religion has not
formed yet. Up until that point, Kirk, Spock, and McCoy misinterpreted “son” as “sun.”
Because of Merik’s removal from power and Planet 892-IV’s society acceptance of
Septimus’ teachings, the planet’s culture is now on the correct evolutionary trajectory.
This is the first episode in this study to discuss how the Enterprise’s crew and
potentially Starfleet as a whole must handle an already Prime Directive violated society.
A few lines into the scene where Kirk, Spock, and McCoy are beamed onto the planet’s
surface, it is agreed upon that the Prime Directive cannot be violated and must be upheld
at all costs:
KIRK: The SS Beagle was the first ship to make a survey of this star
sector when it disappeared.
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SPOCK: Then the Prime Directive is in full force, Captain?
KIRK: No identification of self or mission. No interference with the
social development of said planet.
MCCOY: No references to space, or the fact that there are other worlds,
or more advanced civilizations.
KIRK: Let's go. (Roddenberry, 1968)
Since Proconsul Claudius Marcus was already aware of the existence of space travel and
the Federation, the landing party fulfilled its tasks by not contaminating the planet of
knowledge pertaining to interplanetary space travel and extraterrestrial life any further.
The only potential criticism of the landing party is that they did fail to bring Merik back
alive to face trial for his crimes against General Order One.
There are a few important precedents established in this episode. First, if a
Starfleet captain and landing party suspect a Federation member(s) to have violated the
Prime Directive by contaminating a planet’s society, the captain and landing party are
unequivocally bound to the non-interference edict. Second, if the PD violating
individual(s) is still present in the society, it is the duty of the captain and landing party to
remove said individual(s) from the society in order to face charges from the Federation –
even if said individual(s) is the head of state of the planet’s government. Third, the
landing party may interact with a planet’s population without having to be hidden from
sight, so long as the Prime Directive is not violated in conversing and interacting with
said population.

The third precedent could have been established in either “The Return of the
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Archons” or “The Apple.” However, the specific treatment of the Prime Directive in this
episode, compared to the prior ones, is the reason why the precedent is placed in “Bread
and Circuses.” Right before Kirk, Spock, and McCoy begin their search for Merik, the
three men agreed not to violate the PD. Unlike the prior episodes, the landing party in
“Bread and Circuses” mentions the order in the second scene, which is no more than ten
minutes into the episode. Before any interactions with the planet’s inhabitants, they
agreed not to interfere. “Interference” is understood as altering the natural development
of the society and mentioning the existence of aliens and space travel. This agreement
stated before the men began networking with the planet’s natives was not made in the
previous two episodes. Therefore, the precedent is placed here.
The one precedent to remember for the remainder of this study is the first. Kirk
and the landing party did not change the Romanesque society because the inhabitants of
Planet 892-IV freely developed the present society and government structure before the
appearance of Merik and his crew. Furthermore, there was no supercomputer exploiting
the population’s freedom or implementing draconian laws and norms. Merik’s crime was
becoming the ruler of the society, which unnaturally altered the development of the
society and culture. The planet’s inhabitants already have autonomy and Kirk needed to
remove the contaminant, not the established social order.
“Private Little War” – Stardate 4211.4: A landing party from the Enterprise
consisting of Kirk, Spock, and Bones is gathering vegetation samples on Neural, a
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primitive, pre-first contact planet protected by the Prime Directive. During their survey,
Kirk recognizes an inhabitant named Tyree, the man Kirk lived with thirteen years ago

during his first planetary survey. Tyree and his group – the hill people – are heading into
a trap set by a rival group – the villagers – and Kirk secretly prevents Tyree’s group from
falling into the trap by throwing rocks down from a hilltop to distract them. This
eventually leads the villagers firing flintlock rifles in the direction of the hilltop, with one
of the villagers wounding Spock. Both men are then immediately beamed back onto the
ship.
While Spock is treated for his gunshot wound back on the Enterprise, Kirk and
McCoy have to determine how a stone-age group of humanoids managed to develop the
technology to produce flintlock rifles in a thirteen-year span. The two men beam back
down to the planet, only to be attacked by a poisonous, ape-like creature called a mugato.
Kirk is bitten by the mugato and McCoy rushes to contact Tyree for an antidote. The only
person who can save Kirk is Tyree’s “woman” named Nona. Unbeknownst to McCoy,
Nona notices him using Kirk’s phaser to heat rocks in a cave in which the two men have
taken shelter. With the crew’s cover blown, Nona coerces Tyree to tell her everything he
knows about Kirk before she performs the ritual to save Kirk’s life. Tyree then provides
Nona with the information he knew, revealing the relatively true identities of Kirk and
McCoy in an attempt to save his friend.
Once Kirk is healed, Nona reveals that she knows who Kirk and McCoy actually
are and wants the two men to provide the weaponry to make Tyree a powerful leader.
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Tyree and Kirk both rebuff her because Tyree wants to stop the bloodshed and violence,
while Kirk is unsure about providing any form of weapons. After this exchange, Kirk,
Bones, and Tyree go on a covert mission to the villager’s main camp and discover that

the Klingons have been providing the villagers with the flintlock rifles as well as teaching
the villagers how to produce them in order to defeat Tyree and the hill people easily.
Kirk becomes more certain with his position on the matter after retrieving one of
the rifles from the villagers’ camp. Despite McCoy’s resistance, Kirk believes it is best to
arm the hill people with flintlock rifles as it levels the playing field between the two
warring factions. Nona does not believe flintlock rifles are adequate and manages to steal
Kirk’s phaser to give to the villagers in order to force Kirk’s hand in providing the hill
people with highly advanced Federation weaponry. Kirk, McCoy, and Tyree follow Nona
to retrieve the phaser and witness the villagers killing Nona. The villagers do this because
they believe the weapons exchange was a ruse and ambush set up by Nona. Enraged by
Nona’s death, Tyree agrees to have Kirk arm the hill people with flintlock rifles,
commencing an all-out war between the two peoples.
It would be rather shocking if the Prime Directive were not explicitly mentioned
in the dialogue of this episode, especially because the subject matter of “Private Little
War” suggests it is a Prime Directive episode. Well, despite the subject matter of the
episode, no character explicitly cites the Prime Directive. The main reason for this is that
Gene Roddenberry, who wrote the teleplay himself, wanted to address the ongoing
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Vietnam War. However, notwithstanding the clear Vietnam and Cold War reference 8, the
Prime Directive is undoubtedly inferred.
The first subtle reference is during the beginning of the episode when Kirk,
Spock, and McCoy are on the hill where Spock is shot. The landing party notices a group
of villagers with rifles and makes the following comments:
SPOCK: Bows and arrows, Captain?
KIRK: Villagers with flintlocks? That's impossible. They hadn't
progressed nearly that far.
SPOCK: Captain, look.
(A group of blond hunters [Tyree’s group] approach the villagers. The
hunters are armed with bows and arrows.)
KIRK: One of those men walking into ambush is Tyree. The friend I lived
with here.
(Kirk draws his phaser.)
SPOCK: Captain, use of our phasers is expressly forbidden.
(Roddenberry, 1968)

8

Cold War references are scattered throughout The Original Series, especially in the Prime Directive
episodes. While being critical of US actions at times, TOS is for the most part a promoter of the American
way compared those of Communist Russia. Authoritarian government, especially those that focus on the
collective, are presented as injurious to the human spirit, while personal freedom is touted as humanity’s
most basic need – even if suffering is the end result. Coded language with negative connotations such as
“collective” are used to criticize communism. There are allusions to communism in the episode “The
Return of the Archons.” “The Red Hour” and “The Body” are pejorative allusions. Even an authoritarian
supercomputer, or a “machine,” governing a society devoid of individuality is a critique. When Spock
reminds Kirk about the PD, Kirk dismisses him, saying, “That refers to a living, growing culture … do you
think this one is?” The same allusions exist in “The Apple” as well. When Kirk discusses the society, he
says, “These people are living, they’re existing.” Vaal, just like Landru, is a supercomputer. Vaal provides
all the basic needs necessities to sustain life, a clear reference to a communist system. In that same episode
when Chekov (a Russian) says, “the garden of Eden is “just outside of Moscow,” it appears to be a shot at
the notion that communism is utopian, but it’s just outside of Moscow. The episode titled “The Omega
Glory” also has overt Cold War references. This episode will be discussed later in this study.

The key words in this excerpt are “progressed” and “forbidden.” The villagers made an
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unnatural technological advancement, causing Kirk and Spock to suspect that someone or
something has interfered or violated the Prime Directive. Moreover, if Kirk were to use
his phaser and the villagers either noticed the weapon or were affected by its blast, then
Kirk would have violated the Prime Directive.
The second subtle reference to the PD comes in the form of a Captain’s Log after
Kirk consults with McCoy in the ship’s sick bay to determine how to deal with the
Klingon’s involvement on the plant Neural. Kirk states, “Captain's Log, stardate 4211.4.
Keeping our presence here secret is an enormous tactical advantage, therefore I cannot
risk contact with Starfleet Command. I must take action on my own judgment. I've
elected to violate orders and make contact with planet inhabitants” (Roddenberry, 1968).
Immediately after the Captain’s Log, Kirk and McCoy have a quick discussion before the
mugato attacks Kirk:
KIRK: Perfect. Tyree's camp's a quarter of a mile away.
MCCOY: Want to think about it again, Jim? Starfleet's orders about this
planet state no interference with…
KIRK: No interference with normal social development. I'm not only
aware of it, it was my survey thirteen years ago that recommended it.
MCCOY: I read it. Inhabitants superior in many ways to humans. Left
alone, they undoubtedly someday will develop a remarkably advanced and
peaceful culture.
KIRK: Indeed. And I intend to see that they have that chance. You
coming with me?
MCCOY: Do I have a choice? (Roddenberry, 1968)
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What is interesting about Kirk’s last sentence of his log as well as the exchange with
Bones is that the dialogue is contradictory. Kirk and Tyree already knew one another
from thirteen years ago and Kirk disclosed to Tyree that he was not from another village,
but rather an alien from another section of the galaxy. Kirk revealing his true existence is
implied during the scene after Nona’s ritual to save Kirk from the mugato’s poison:
KIRK: You've seen how these [the phaser] work?
NONA: I've seen them also, and I know you have many ways to make
your friend Tyree a man of great importance.
MCCOY: Many ways? What else does she know about us?
NONA: Tyree has told me much of you. Do not blame him. It was the
price for saving your life.
KIRK: We're simply strangers from…
NONA: From one of the lights in the sky, and you have ways as far above
firesticks as the sky above our world. (Roddenberry 1968)
This appears to be a minor plot-hole Roddenberry did not notice. Whether intentional or
unintentional, its creation reveals the fact that Kirk, thirteen years ago, violated the Prime
Directive when he revealed who he truly was and where he is from to Tyree.
The third time the Prime Directive is discussed is during an entire scene between
Kirk and McCoy. Bones plays the role Spock previously played in Prime Directive
episodes, countering Kirk’s eagerness to get involved:
MCCOY: Do I have to say it? It's not bad enough there's one serpent in
Eden teaching one side about gun powder. You want to make sure they all
know about it!

KIRK: Exactly. Each side receives the same knowledge and the same type
of firearm.
MCCOY: Have you gone out of your mind? Yes, maybe you have.
Tyree's wife, she said there was something in that root. She said now you
can refuse her nothing.
KIRK: Superstition.
MCCOY: Is it a coincidence this is exactly what she wants?
KIRK: Is it? She wants superior weapons. That's the one thing neither
side can have. Bones, the normal development of this planet was the status
quo between the hill people and the villagers. The Klingons changed that
with the flintlocks. If this planet is to develop the way it should, we must
equalize both sides again.
MCCOY: Jim, that means you're condemning this whole planet to a war
that may never end. It could go on for year after year, massacre after
massacre.
KIRK: All right, Doctor! All right. Say I'm wrong. Say I'm drugged. Say
the woman drugged me. What is your sober, sensible solution to all this?
MCCOY: I don't have a solution. But furnishing them firearms is
certainly not the answer.
KIRK: Bones, do you remember the 20th century brush wars on the Asian
continent? Two giant powers involved, much like the Klingons and
ourselves. Neither side felt it could pull out.
MCCOY: Yes, I remember. It went on bloody year after bloody year.
KIRK: What would you have suggested, that one side arm its friends with
an overpowering weapon? Mankind would never have lived to travel
space if they had. No. The only solution is what happened back then.
Balance of power.
MCCOY: And if the Klingons give their side even more?
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KIRK: Then we arm our side with exactly that much more. A balance of
power. The trickiest, most difficult, dirtiest game of them all, but the only
one that preserves both sides.
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MCCOY: And what about your friend Tyree? Will he understand this
balance of power?
KIRK: No. Probably not. But I'm going to have to try and make him
understand. I never had a more difficult task.
MCCOY: Well, Jim, here's another morsel of agony for you. Since Tyree
won't fight, he will be one of the first to die.
KIRK: Well, war isn't a good life, but it's life. His wife is the only way to
reach him. If I tell her we're going to supply guns, maybe she'll convince
him. (Roddenberry, 1968)
Of the episodes so far presented, “Private Little War” is the first episode to present Kirk
violating the Prime Directive, despite his good intentions. According to Kirk, providing
the villagers with muskets to counter the interference of the Klingons is the only viable
option available. Not interfering and allowing the villagers to be killed because they are
bringing knives to a gunfight is more egregious than violating the Prime Directive.
This scene, and “Private Little War” as a whole, presents a serious moral
conundrum that challenges the legitimacy of the Prime Directive. “Bread and Circuses”
addresses the protocol for when a Federation member violates the Prime Directive and
contaminates a planet’s civilization; the violator(s) is to be removed from the civilization
without further contamination and then tried under Federation law. 9 The aforementioned
episode does not address what happens to the Prime Directive when an archenemy

9

As you may recall, this situation did not occur, since Merik died before he could be taken back on board
the Enterprise. However, that was Kirk’s intention.
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combatant not bound by intergalactic or Federation law blatantly interferes and alters the
normal development and progression of a planet’s civilization.
At the end of the episode, Roddenberry wants the viewers to be conflicted just as
Kirk is when he orders Scotty to send down the flintlock rifles to arm Tyree and the
villagers. The episodes previously discussed are rather straightforward when addressing
the intricacies of the Prime Directive compared to “Private Little War.” Intervening to
free humanoid civilizations from oppressive and exploitive supercomputers is more
palatable to Captain Kirk, Spock, McCoy, and the viewers than establishing a proxy war
with the Klingons on an alien planet with absolutely no connection to interplanetary
politics and conflicts.
Despite the episode forcing Kirk in a “Kobayashi Maru-like” 10 scenario, his
decision to provide a primitive population with firearms, no matter now positive the
intentions were, violate the Prime Directive. With that being said, there is a
counterargument to be made in which Kirk’s actions can be interpreted as “consistent
with the spirit of the Prime Directive.” By arming the villagers, Kirk is thwarting the

Klingons from altering the planet unilaterally. Reestablishing the previous status-quo and

10

The Kobayashi Maru scenario as defined in the Okudas’ work: “A Starfleet Academy training exercise in
which command-track cadets were presented with a ‘no-win’ scenario as a test of character. The simulation
involved a distress call from a Federation freighter, the Kobayashi Maru, which had struck a gravitic mine
in the Klingon Neutral Zone. The cadet had a choice of several options, none of which led to a ‘winning’
conclusion, in that it was impossible to simultaneously save the freighter, prevent the destruction of the
cadet’s ship, and avoid an armed exchange with the Klingons. The Kobayashi Maru was regarded as
something of a rite of passage for command-track cadets. James T. Kirk was reputed to have taken the test
three times while he was at the academy. Prior to his third attempt, Kirk surreptitiously reprogrammed the
simulation computer to make it possible to beat the simulation, and subsequently received a commendation
for original thinking” (Okuda et al., 248). Unfortunately for Kirk, there were no computers to reprogram to
allow for a winning outcome in “Private Little War.”

evolutionary trajectory cannot be done; the Klingons have ruined any chance of
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recreation from occurring. However, Kirk prevents a one-sided slaughter and gives the
inhabitants a chance to end their conflict. He counteracts the Klingons’ wrongful
interference by leveling the playing field. Kirk is respecting autonomy, not violating it.
This counterargument holds up, regardless of the following notion: correcting the
ills of a Prime Directive-violated society by performing actions that also violate the edict
does not change the fact that the correcting action still violates the Prime Directive,
whether or not the actions were performed in the “spirit” of the order. Reestablishing the
previous status quo is near impossible due to the Klingon’s interference. Kirk is left with
an ultimatum: let Tyree and his people die or give them flintlock rifles to preserve their
autonomy. Kirk chose to establish a brand new status quo, one that involves the hill
people having a fair chance to defend themselves against the villagers.
The precedent established in “Private Little War” is the concept of the “spirit of
the Prime Directive.” Unlike all the previous episodes, Kirk and the crew had to address
the PD violation by a non-Federation member. Moreover, correcting the interference
would not be as simple as removing a Federation member from a civilization’s
government as was the case in “Bread and Circuses.” The key difference between
“Private Little War” and “Bread and Circuses” is that the Klingons, an autonomous
humanoid civilization not bound by Federation law, unequivocally changed the
evolutionary trajectory of Neural, whereas Merik’s interference prevented Planet 892IV’s civilization from naturally progressing. If the Klingons leave Neural, that does not

change the fact that the flintlock rifles are still on the planet. Merik was removed from
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power and the planet reverted to the way it was supposed to progress before he arrived.
Yes, Kirk provided weapons to Tyree and his people, which is a Prime Directive
violation in a vacuum. However, if he did not provide those weapons, Kirk would have
prevented the hill people from their right to self-determination, which would go against
the precedents previously established. Therefore, “the spirit of the Prime Directive” is a
wrinkle that allows a Federation member to take any actions necessary to preserve
individual autonomy, even at the expense of technically violating the actual Prime
Directive
“A Piece of the Action” – Stardate 4598.0: The U.S.S. Enterprise has been
ordered to Sigma Iotia II to follow up on a report the crew of the U.S.S. Horizon made on
the planet’s civilization 100 years ago. The Enterprise receives a radio transmission from
an Iotian named Bela “Boss” Oxmyx promising information detailing the Horizon’s
visit and then invites the crew to come to the planet for a meeting. Mr. Spock notes that a
landing party going down to the planet’s surface could be deemed as interference in the
planet's development, violating the Prime Directive. However, Kirk contends that
the Horizon’s arrival a century ago predates the PD and that the ship’s crew most likely
had already contaminated the culture.
When Kirk, Spock, and McCoy beam down to meet with Oxmyx, they discover
that the Iotians remade their society in the image of an Earth history book from 1992
titled, Chicago Mobs of the Twenties. The Iotians refer to this document as “the Book.”
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When Oxmyx calls himself “boss,” it means that he is the head of the largest mafia on the
planet with aspirations to control all of Iotia. In exchange for Federation weaponry to

eliminate the remaining mobs, Oxmyx will cut Kirk in on a “piece of the action.” As Kirk
begins to explain that he cannot provide weapons, Oxmyx tells his henchman Kalo to
hold Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock, and Dr. McCoy hostage until the weapons are delivered.
While captives in a warehouse, Kirk manages to trick the guards by interrupting
their poker game and teaching them how to play a fictitious game called “Fizzbin.” This
allows Kirk to distract the guards long enough for Spock to overpower them with his
signature Vulcan nerve pinch. Spock and McCoy escape to a radio tower to contact
the Enterprise and have them beamed back aboard, while another mob faction captures
Kirk. This mafia is led by Krako, who, like Oxmyx, demands “heaters” of Kirk. This
time, Kirk was offered a “third of the action” in exchange for the weapons. Kirk attempts
to offer a peaceful solution, but Krako refuses and threatens to kill him if he does not
relent on the deal. Oxmyx contacts the ship and informs the crew of Kirk's capture and
offers to help rescue Kirk if they would return the favor. Spock and McCoy return to the
planet and are quickly captured by Oxmyx. However, Kirk managed to engineer his own
escape and arrives in Oxmyx's office in time to rescue Spock and McCoy.
The three Enterprise crew members then set a plan in motion. They conclude that
the only way for the mob bosses to come together peacefully and stop this nonsensical
violence is to have Kirk to play to role of the Federation’s “boss.” Kirk, Spock, and
McCoy barge into Krako’s office wearing 1920s attire and easily subdue Krako's

henchmen. Kirk informs Krako that the Federation is taking over the entire planet and
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offers Krako a “piece of the action” if he assists in maintaining order and becomes a
willing puppet of the Federation. Krako agrees, but as a precaution, Kirk transports him
to the Enterprise. Kirk, Spock, and McCoy then offer Oxmyx the same deal, which
Oxmyx quickly accepts. As the landing party prepares for the meeting of all the planet’s
mob bosses, Krako is transported back onto the planet’s surface, where he then orders his
men to attack Oxmyx's headquarters in order to displace Kirk as the “top man.” Kirk
flexes this power by having the Enterprise use a low-power phaser to stun Krako’s men
as they approach Oxmyx’s headquarters, preventing more senseless violence. Both
Oxmyx and Krako realize they are no match for the Federation and agree to Kirk’s terms.
Kirk then places Oxmyx as the “top boss,” with Krako as his lieutenant, and states that a
group of Federation members will come by once a year for their forty percent cut.
Kirk, Spock, and McCoy return to the Enterprise and prepare to leave orbit. Kirk
explains that while the Federation will take the cut, they will use the funds to help restore
and guide the Iotians into a less violent society. McCoy reveals that he left his
communicator on the planet. Kirk notes that the Iotians are skilled in analyzing and
recreating technology, potentially resulting in them wanting their “piece of the action”
from the Federation sooner than later.
Continuing the theme of Prime Directive-centric episodes resembling one another,
“A Piece of the Action” follows a similar plot structure as “Bread and Circuses.” Both
episodes have the Enterprise performing routine inspections and conducting reports of

planets that Federation members have previously visited. In both episodes, the landing
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party consists of Kirk, Spock, and McCoy, all whom are concerned that the Prime
Directive has been violated and who then try to contain and remove the potential
contaminant. Once the three men discover that the Prime Directive has been
compromised, they do what they can to honor the doctrine themselves, while attempting
to correct the mistakes the previous Federation members made.
The critical difference between the two episodes is the wrinkle of Federation
members interfering with the natural development of a planet’s civilization before the
Prime Directive was established. The landing party of the Horizon clearly violated the
edict by leaving the Chicago mob book behind. However, the laws pertaining to
interference with lesser-developed humanoid societies were not enacted at the time; they
potentially were unaware of the consequences of interference.
Regarding the Prime Directive plotline of the episode, the writers attempted to
answer and discuss the following question: how does the Federation address the issue of a
civilization’s development being directly influenced by interference? In “Bread and
Circuses,” the interference was more subtle, in that Planet 892-IV’s society was
progressing normally despite Merik integrating himself as the ruler of the society. Merik
did not leave an artifact behind that altered the development of a planet’s civilization for
one hundred years. Sigma Iotia II, on the contrary, based its entire civilization on how Al
Capone ran the Chicago Outfit.
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“A Piece of the Action” contains a small amount of dialogue discussing the Prime
Directive similar to that in “Private Little War.” Here is Kirk, Spock, and McCoy
speaking with one another as they head to the transporter room to be beamed down to the
planet’s surface to meet with Oxmyx:
KIRK: The Horizon's contact came before the Non-Interference Directive
went into effect.
MCCOY: They must have interfered with the normal evolution of the
planet.
SPOCK: It will be interesting to see the results of the contamination.
KIRK: We don't know there is contamination. The evidence is only
circumstantial.
MCCOY: What was the state of the Iotian culture before the Horizon
came?
KIRK: The beginnings of industrialization.
(Enter transporter room)
SPOCK: Horizon reports indicate the Iotians are extremely intelligent and
somewhat imitative.
MCCOY: So we're going down to recontaminate them.
SPOCK: The damage has been done, Doctor. We are here to repair it.
KIRK: Let's not argue about it. Let's go study it. Energize. (Roddenberry,
1968)
Once the three men make their way to Oxmyx’s headquarters, this is how the exchange
goes between the characters when the source of the contamination is discovered:
(Spock sees a book on a lectern.)

SPOCK: Captain? Gangsters. Chicago. Mobs. Published in 1992. Where'd
you get this?
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OXMYX: Hey, wait a minute. That's the Book.
KIRK: I know it's a book.
OXMYX: The Book. They left it, the other ship. The Horizon.
SPOCK: This is the contamination, Captain. Astonishing. An entire
culture based on this.
MCCOY: You said they were imitative, and the book.
OXMYX: I don't want any more cracks about the Book.
KIRK: Did they leave any other books?
OXMYX: Sure. Some textbooks on how to make radio sets and stuff like
that, but look, I brought you here so you could help me, not for you to ask
me questions. After that, I'll answer anything you want to know.
(Roddenberry, 1968)
Because the Horizon left the gangster book behind a century ago, the Federation is
responsible for the corruption of the natural development on Sigma Iotia II. Kirk
reinforces this notion later in the episode when the three men are prisoners in the
warehouse: “If this society broke down as the result of the Horizon's influence, then the
Federation's responsible, and we've got to do something to straighten this mess out”
(Roddenberry, 1968). Kirk reiterates this same notion a few more times later in the
episode.
Here are the questions that need to be addressed: does the landing party follow the
precedent established in “Bread and Circuses?” Did the Federation fulfill its
responsibility of removing the influence of the contamination source without further

violating the Prime Directive? The argument can be made that exposing the Iotians to
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Federation phasers, beaming Krako onto the Enterprise, using the ship’s stun phaser on
the planet’s population, and McCoy leaving his communicator on the planet all breach
the Prime Directive and only heightens the adulteration of Sigma Iotia II. Furthermore,
the landing party does not actually remove the 1920s Chicago mafiaesque elements from
the society, but rather restructures the power dynamics. Does a power restructuring
constitute a correction of the contamination of the mafia book? Technically, the landing
party fails to correct the contamination because the mob culture is still present when the
episode ends. Moreover, McCoy left his communicator behind – a Prime Directive
violation in itself – and Kirk does not seem too concerned about retrieving it. The episode
ends with Kirk making a joke about the Iotians potentially demanding a larger percentage
of the funds the Federation will use to help remove the mafia influence from the society:
“Well, in a few years, the Iotians may demand a piece of our action” (Roddenberry,
1968). Another potential contamination is not too much of a concern for the crew.
However, the book the Horizon’s crew left behind drastically altered the Iotian
society to the point that a mafia lifestyle was the norm. What could the Enterprise’s crew
have done more to correct the contamination? Unifying the families on Sigma Iotia II and
then having the Federation using “its cut” to help facilitate drastic change to the planet’s
society was potentially the most effective way to accelerate the process and correct the
wiolation. A complete social and cultural overhaul of an entire civilization does not
happen during one mission – or in an hour episode. The manner in which the landing

party handled the situation is rather unorthodox and may have crossed the Prime
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Directive threshold, especially if the Enterprise does not go back to retrieve the forgotten
communicator. If McCoy’s communicator was retrieved off screen and in-between
episodes, based upon the actions taken in “A Piece of the Action,” the Prime Directive
precedent established is the following: No matter if a Federation member interferes with
the natural development of a primitive civilization before or after the creation of the
doctrine, the Federation is responsible for correcting the issue by any means necessary.
“The Omega Glory” 11 – Stardate not mentioned: The episode begins with the
Enterprise discovering the U.S.S. Exeter still orbiting the planet Omega IV, six months
after communications ceased with Starfleet. A boarding party consisting of Captain
Kirk, Spock, Dr. McCoy and Lt. Galloway beam over to find the Exeter deserted. The
only items still on board were a few uniforms covered with a crystalline substance
comprised of the chemicals of the human body when all water is removed for it. The

11
“The Omega Glory” is a part of a collection of episodes in season two of The Original Series, starting at
episode seventeen – “A Piece of the Action” – and going through to the last of the season – “Assignment
Earth” – where every other episode directly discusses the Prime Directive. In this section, I have discussed
all of the episodes in the collective except one of the more notable ones of the series – “Pattern of Force.”
This episode, despite airing before “The Omega Glory,” and “Bread and Circuses” was excluded from the
study because its contributions to the Prime Directive have already been discussed in “A Piece of the
Action” section; unintended consequences of Federation interference. Similar to how the Horizon’s book
about Chicago mobs shaped the civilization of Sigma Iotia II, the “Naziesque” civilization on the planet
Ekos in “Pattern of Force” was a formed by Federation historian John Gill’s simplistic idea that the order
and disciple of 20th century Germany would improve the social development of the planet. Neither the crew
of the Horizon nor Gill intended for the results of their actions. However, both are violations of the Prime
Directive. The writers of “The Omega Glory” adopted the plot themes of “Pattern of Force;” a Federation
member violates the Prime Directive by completely altering the natural development of a primitive planet’s
society and culture. However, the thematic difference between the episodes is subtle, yet highly important
and critical to this Prime Directive study. The Federation member in “The Omega Glory” is violating the
Prime Directive maliciously and consciously. Granted, John Gill was consciously aware may be considered
as violating the edict. The difference, though, is that Gill was attempting to bring order and peace to a
dysfunctional society without any maleficence.

ship's logs detail the crew’s fate: the Exeter’s landing party contracted a strange and
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incurable disease on Omega IV and brought it back to the ship. The Exeter’s medical
officer's last log warns that anyone viewing the video message has been exposed to the
disease once they set foot on board and will die, unless they go down to the planet as the
planet’s natural environment is a cure for the virus. Returning to the Enterprise would
only spread the disease.
The landing party beams down to the last coordinates in the Exeter 's computer
and finds itself in a generic Asian village. They see two prisoners being prepared for
execution by the native warriors. Leading the warriors is Captain Ron Tracey of the
Exeter, who then halts the execution to greet Kirk. Tracey explains that he was stranded
on Omega IV due to the disease ravaging his ship. He tells the party they will be safe as
long as they stay on the planet where the inhabitants are immune to the disease. Tracey
changes the topic then to explain that the prisoners are “savages” called “Yangs” and are
waging a war with the villagers, the “Kohms.”
After the Yangs commence an assault on the village, Spock finds phaser powerpacks while investigating the village. He concludes that this evidence suggests Tracey is
helping the Kohms in their war against the Yangs, which is a clear violation of the Prime
Directive. Once Spock informs the landing party of his discovery, Kirk tries to contact
the Enterprise, but Tracey prevents this by confiscating Kirk’s communicator. When
Galloway reaches for his phaser, Tracey disintegrates him with a phaser set to kill.
Unfazed by his actions, Tracey justifies his interference of Omega IV’s society by
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explaining how the planet offers precious medical benefits. The humanoids living on the

planet are immune to the disease and have incredibly long life spans. He believes that he
has discovered a way to unlock immortality.
The landing party is once again imprisoned. Tracey warns Acting Captain Sulu
not to beam a rescue party to the planet’s surface, as the virus would infect the crew
menbers and they would be stranded forever on Omega IV. While captive, Kirk and
Tracey begin to fight over an axe until Yang warriors, again, arrive in the village. This
time, the Yangs’ plan is to take all the Yang prisoners back to their village – Kirk, Spock,
and McCoy are included in this rescue mission as well. Their leader, Cloud William,
turns out to be the prisoner from earlier in the episode. Cloud produces for the three
Enterprise crew members a very old American Flag and ancient manuscripts from which
he poorly recites the Pledge of Allegiance. When Kirk promptly and proudly finishes the
pledge, the Yangs are shocked. Spock deduces that the cultures may have developed
along very similar social and evolutionary trajectories to Earth. Kirk speculates that the
Kohms were “Communists” and Yangs were “Yankees.” The Omegans had a war similar
to the Cold War between the Soviet Union and the United States. However, this conflict
resulted in a war that destroyed both societies and cultures.
While this information is being revealed, McCoy discovers that once humanoids
are exposed to Omega IV’s atmosphere, their bodies eliminate the hyper-deadly and
contagious virus and can return to their ship. Unwilling to give up his dream of vast
wealth, Tracey challenges Kirk to a duel. Kirk agrees to the fight and defeats Tracey,
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resulting in Tracey being placed under arrest. The episode ends with Kirk speaking to the

Yangs about coexisting with the Kohms, honoring the worlds of the Preamble of the U.S.
Constitution, and rebuilding a free society.
“The Omega Glory” is not only one of the more memorable episodes of the series,
but also one that presents an intriguing situation pertaining to the Prime Directive. The
last episode in this study is also the first to depict a Starfleet Captain blatantly violating
the Prime Directive with full awareness of his actions. Before the first Yang attack on the
Kohm village, Kirk made note of this suspicions of Captain Tracey:
Captain's log, supplemental. The Enterprise has left the Exeter and moved
into close planet orbit. Although it appears the infection may strand us
here the rest of our lives, I face an even more difficult problem. A growing
belief that Captain Tracey has been interfering with the evolution of life
on this planet. It seems impossible. A star captain's most solemn oath is
that he will give his life, even his entire crew, rather than violate the Prime
Directive. (Roddenberry, 1968)
This suspicion is confirmed in the scene before the landing party is imprisoned, which is
also the scene where Tracey kills Lt. Galloway:
SPOCK: Captain Tracey's reserve belt packs. Empty. Found among the
remains of several hundred Yang bodies.
KIRK: The fool.
SPOCK: A smaller attack on this village a week ago, driven off by
Captain Tracey with his phaser. I have found villagers who will
corroborate it.
MCCOY: Now wait a minute. He lost his ship and his crew, and he found
himself the only thing standing between an entire village of peaceful
people.

SPOCK: Regulations are quite harsh, but they're also quite clear, Captain.
If you do not act, you will be considered equally guilty.
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MCCOY: Without a serum, we're trapped here with the villagers. Now
why destroy what's left of the man by arresting him?
SPOCK: I agree that formal charges have little meaning now. However,
you must at least confiscate his phaser.
KIRK: The fool. Starfleet should be made aware.
(Kirk gets out his communicator, and Tracey enters armed with a phaser
and a group of Kohm warriors.)
TRACEY: I'll be sending the next message, Jim.
(An injured Galloway attempts to draw his own phaser. Tracey notices and
vaporizes him. The Kohm warriors then take Kirk’s, Spock’s, and
McCoy’s equipment.)
TRACEY: Enterprise, come in.
UHURA [off camera]: Enterprise bridge. Lieutenant Uhura.
TRACEY: Captain Tracey of the Exeter.
UHURA: Yes, sir. Captain Kirk informed us earlier you had survived.
TRACEY: I'm afraid I have some bad news. Your captain and landing
party must have beamed down too late for full immunization.
(Roddenberry, 1968).
Before Kirk is brought to the jailhouse, Tracey makes a statement clearly suggesting he
no longer believes in the importance of the Prime Directive. He believes that the
knowledge he and Kirk can offer the inhabitants of Omega IV as well as discovering the
secret to immortality are more important than any Federation doctrine. Tracey states,
“We've got to stay alive. Let the Yangs kill us and destroy what we have to offer and
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we'll have committed a crime against all humanity. I'd say that's slightly more important
than the Prime Directive, wouldn't you, Jim?” (Roddenberry, 1968).
Tracey does not think much of the Yangs. He views them, and to a lesser extent

the Kohns, as truly primitive humanoids. This position is depicted in the jailhouse scene
where the Enterprise landing party is being held hostage and Kirk moves towards the
Yang prisoners, resulting in the prisoners attempting to attack Kirk through the cell bars.
Tracey responds by saying, “Animals who happen to look like us. You still think the
Prime Directive's for this planet?” (Roddenberry, 1968). Kirk promptly responds with the
retort, “I don't think we have the right or the wisdom to interfere, however a planet is
evolving” (Roddenberry, 1968). The thought of a Starfleet captain abandoning the
principles of non-interference for personal gain is the very antithesis of a captain’s core
responsibilities. The precedents established in “Bread and Circuses” and “A Piece of the
Action” – the Federation is responsible for correcting social development violations of a
planet’s civilization if a member of the Federation violating the Prime Directive – allows
Kirk and the landing party to interact with the planet’s populace in an effort to place
Tracey under arrest, which is an action that had to have been performed in order to
remove the contaminant from the planet’s society.
Captain Tracey was not the only Starfleet captain to be questioned on whether he
violated the Prime Directive. During the last scene of the episode where the American
Flag is unveiled and the Pledge of Allegiance and the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution
are recited, Spock questions the landing party’s actions of translating the Yangs’ sacred

texts. Spock states, “There's no question about his guilt, Captain, but does our
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involvement here also constitute a violation of the Prime Directive?” (Roddenberry
1968). Kirk responds, “We merely showed them the meaning of what they were fighting
for. Liberty and freedom have to be more than just words. Gentlemen, the fighting is over
here. I suggest we leave them to discover their history and their liberty” (Roddenberry,
1968).
Not only does Kirk interpret the Yangs’ holy scripture, he provides a brief and
somewhat vague answer to where he comes from. Here is the exchange between Cloud
Williams and Kirk after Kirk recites the Pledge of Allegiance:
CLOUD: You know many of our high-worship words. How?
KIRK: In my land we have a tribe like you.
CLOUD: Where is your tribe?
KIRK: Up there. One of those points of light that you see at night.
ELDER: Why are you here? Were you cast out?
KIRK: You're confusing the stars with heaven. (Roddenberry, 1968)
In a sense, Kirk does reveal to a primitive society he is an alien species from another
world as well as provides guidance to a group of said primitive society that could
potentially influence its development. This guidance comes in the form of a monologue:
This was not written for chiefs. Hear me! Hear this! Among my people,
we carry many such words as this from many lands, many worlds. Many
are equally good and are as well respected, but wherever we have gone, no
words have said this thing of importance in quite this way. Look at these
three words written larger than the rest, with a special pride never written
before or since. Tall words proudly saying “We the People!” That which

you call Ee'd Plebnista was not written for the chiefs or the kings or the
warriors or the rich and powerful, but for all the people! Down the
centuries, you have slurred the meaning of the words, “We, the people of
the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity, do ordain and establish this constitution.” These words and the
words that follow were not written only for the Yangs, but for the Kohms
as well! (Roddenberry, 1968)
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There can be a case made that Kirk’s actions, in this scene, violate the Prime Directive.
Do the precedents established in “Bread and Circuses” and “A Piece of the Action” also
apply to Kirk enlightening the Yangs when deciphering their holy words and documents?
The precedents in “Bread and Circuses” and “A Piece of the Action” do suggest that it is
within a Starfleet captain’s right to remove the contamination that caused the alteration of
the social development of a planet’s inhabitants. In “The Return of the Archons” and “A
Piece of the Action,” the Federation established different methods to help correct the
damage done to those civilizations. A sociologist stayed behind on Beta III to help the
inhabitants develop a society not governed by Landru and Kirk stated that the
Federation’s “piece of the action” was going into a fund to help the inhabitants of Sigma
Iotia II rid its ingrained mafia influence. Correcting the damage caused by a Federation
member cannot occur instantaneously – or in a single episode. Rectifying the social
deformation of a planet’s inhabitants takes time and establishing methods to facilitate that
rectification is the most Kirk and his crew can do in their situation.
The question that needs to be addressed then is did Tracey prevent the Yangs
from properly interpreting their holy scripture? Tracey may not have directly done so by
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committing acts like perverting the texts’ meaning or destroying the documents. His mere
presence on Omega IV and perpetuating a war between the Yangs and the Kohms does
create an alternate reality and timeline that was not supposed to exist. Similarly in “Bread
and Circuses,” once Merik was removed from power, the rise of Septimus and his
followers spreading the Christian-like religion was allowed to unfold naturally. Tracey
was not supposed to heighten the Yang-Kohm conflict just as Merik was not supposed to
be the ruler to persecute Septimus and his followers. Kirk arresting Tracey would have
most likely reset the natural development of Omega IV. Therefore, Kirk explaining the
meaning of his Earth’s Preamble of the U.S. Constitution does not violate the Prime
Directive, but rather is a form of rehabilitation the Federation is obliged to perform.
The Non-Interference Summation
These six episodes of The Original Series offer a more complete characterization
and interpretation of the Prime Directive. Simply knowing the textbook definition of
General Order One does not enable an individual to know when, where, and how to

properly apply it. The situations that played out in these episodes provide this knowledge.
TOS has three specific episodes – “The Return of the Archons,” “The Apple,” and
“Private Little War” – that discuss how Kirk must determine whether or not the Prime
Directive applies to the situation at hand and another three specific episodes – “Bread and
Circuses,” “A Piece of the Action,” and “The Omega Glory” – that discuss how Kirk
must determine how to correct a Prime Directive violation.

The comprehensive version of the Prime Directive presented in the series is as
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follows: The non-interference doctrine is a measure to prevent Federation members from
altering the natural social development of primitive humanoid cultures. If a member of
the Federation intentionally interferes with the development of a society (“The Omega
Glory”), said member must be placed under arrest and must face criminal charges. If a
native population coerces a member of the Federation to participate in the planet’s
society, which in turn interferes with the development and governance of a civilization
(“Bread and Circuses”), said member must be placed under arrest for violating the Prime
Directive and must face criminal charges. If a member of the Federation alters a
civilization’s natural evolutionary progression unintentionally before General Order One
was established (“A Piece of the Action”), it is the Federation’s responsibility to remove
any remaining contaminates and return said civilization’s development to the path it was
on prior to interference. If a member of the Federation provides advanced arms and
munitions to a primitive, pre-warp drive civilization relative to the planet’s current
developed weaponry (“Private Little War”), said member has violated the Prime
Directive and may face insubordination charges.
Whether the Prime Directive is to be applied in a situation that may be considered
interference is at the discretion of a Starfleet captain (“The Return of the Archons”).
General Order One does not apply to primitive civilizations whose governing institutions
are supercomputers that manipulate a civilization’s populace; intervention in this case is
permissible. General Order One does not apply to primitive civilizations whose rulers are
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supercomputers that restrict its members’ individuality, freedom, and autonomy without
the consent of the population (“The Return of the Archons”), even if said institutions of
authority provide all the basic necessities to facilitate and maintain life (“The Apple”).
There is an important distinction between individuals freely creating a society that
restricts autonomy and a supercomputer forcefully dictating its will without legitimacy
from the civilization. The Prime Directive does not restrict members of the Federation

from interacting with a planet’s native population (all six episodes). Federation members
are allowed to perform field studies and reports on the rate of a planet’s development
(“Private Little War”). However, if said member reveals to the planet’s inhabitants the
existence of extraterrestrial life (“Private Little War”), he or she may face
insubordination charges.
Lastly, if the Prime Directive has already been breached and a planet’s society has
already been contaminated (“Bread and Circuses,” “A Piece of the Action,” and “The
Omega Glory”), it is the Federation’s responsibility to restore the society to its precontamination status as best as possible. Examples of the type of actions that can be
performed by Federation members are the following: removing a civilization’s head of
state if said individual happens to be a Federation member (“Bread and Circuses” and
“The Omega Glory”); impersonating a mafia “boss” to help reorganize the power
dynamics of a civilization as well as establishing a fund to allocate resources to assist in a
planet’s rehabilitation (“A Piece of the Action”); and translating a civilization’s holy

documents for the populace in order for them to properly enforce the principles and
statutes of said holy documents (“The Omega Glory”).
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE FINALE: FORMULATING AN OPERATIONAL PRIME DIRECTIVE
The Prime Directive Redux
The question that must be addressed is if there is any valuable information from
academic analysis of Star Trek and the series’ episodes that can be used to develop a
Prime Directive grounded in reality. If so, how would an Earth-based Prime Directive
function when humans, at some point in the future, are able to travel the galaxy and
interact with alien species? To do this task, the optimal starting point is to determine
whether humans should interact with any form of life when exploring the cosmos. When
the Federation performs routine planetary surveys across the galaxy, interacting with
humans, humanoids, or another intelligent life forms is inevitable. Because of this
inevitability, there needs to be a guideline that establishes a clear definition of
interference and proper interaction.
Drawing inspiration from TOS, interference is either the unintentional or the
intentional altering of the natural development of any alien civilization. Unlike in The
Original Series, a non-fiction Prime Directive must include both primitive and advanced
civilizations relative to Earth’s development. The reason that advanced civilizations are
added is to account for all possible encounters. The Prime Directive in TOS does not
explicitly state that the Federation cannot interfere in the development of advanced
80

civilizations. The reason for this oversight is most likely attributed to the series not
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having a Prime Directive episode involving the Federation interfering in the development
of an advanced civilization; therefore, there was no opportunity to address the issue.
Despite TOS not having an episode on that subject matter, there must be a unilateral
application of a non-fiction Prime Directive to not interfere in any civilization, which
includes primitive, advanced, and everything in-between, because all humanoid life
forms have the autonomy to freely construct a civilization of their own free will.
The next step in this process is to define what actions constitute legal and illegal
interference. TOS proposed the notion that its Prime Directive does not apply to
civilizations where the non-humanoid institutions of authority restrict the ability for the
humanoids to freely choose the development and organization of their society as well as
each humanoid’s individual autonomy. Should a non-fictional Prime Directive adopt a
similar notion? The short answer is yes. All humanoid life forms have the right to govern
themselves and not be subjected against their will to the authority of a non-humanoid
entity, such as a supercomputer like Landru and Vaal. If a group of humans believes this
to be occurring to a humanoid society, it is in the group’s right to remove the nonhumanoid authority restricting the freedom of the society. The second form of legal
interference involves the removal of a citizen of Earth who has integrated himself into the
governance of an alien society. Having any sort of authority in a civilization can
drastically shape the development of a society, which is an action not tolerated in TOS
and must not be allowed in reality. All beings have a right to self-governance.

Illegal interference, according to The Original Series, includes the following:
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leaving behind any materials, such as books and communicators, which could influence
and alter a civilization’s society; ascending to the highest authority of government in a
civilization; and interference with a civilization if the humanoids freely developed its
society to be freedom restricting. In other words, legal interference within an Earth-based
Prime Directive would involve enabling humanoids true dominion over their societies,
whereas illegal interference would involve taking away true dominion from humanoid
societies. Humans cannot leave behind materials that can change the evolutionary
development of a planet’s civilization or become the highest member of a civilization’s
government, especially primitive societies relative to the development of Earth, without
serious consequences. The results of interference can be catastrophic, and “A Piece of the
Action” should be the principal example of what happens if something as benign as a
book about the mafia is left behind with intelligent and curious humanoids that are still
developing their society.
If a group of humanoids freely and purposely constructed a society that did not
promote individual autonomy, humanity cannot interfere in that society’s development.
The Original Series did not have an episode that discussed this scenario, but it is
extremely important to examine. Using “The Apple” as an example, if Vaal were a
humanoid freely elected into power by humanoids of Gamma Trianguli VI and the
humanoids freely desired to live in that society, Kirk would have no authority to interfere
with development of Gamma Trianguli VI’s society. Supercomputer Vaal exploits the
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humanoids’ needs for food, water, and shelter, to maintain power and exist, which is why
Kirk is permitted to destroy it. The ability for humanoids to develop a society to their
choosing is most important and must be preserved by the Prime Directive. If a group of
humanoids decides they want to live in a freedom-restricting society, they have that right

and Earthlings cannot do anything to alter that society. Upholding individual autonomy is
critical to the success of a non-fictional Prime Directive.
One action that was deemed permissible in TOS that may be considered as illegal
interference is the precedent established in “Private Little War” – i.e. actions in line with
the “spirit of the Prime Directive.” Should providing relatively advanced weaponry to a
group of humanoids in order to help their odds in an intergalactic conflict be permitted
under a non-fictional Prime Directive? In the episode addressing this issue, Kirk provided
the weapons. However, for a reality-based Prime Directive, there will be consequences if
a human performs acts similar to Kirk that involves humanity in a proxy war similar to
Vietnam and Neural. These consequences should be based upon the nature of the
situation, and should not be considered illegal interference unilaterally. Kirk violated the
Prime Directive in “Private Little War.” That is something not up for dispute. However,
Kirk also prevented genocide from occurring. Should Kirk face some disciplinary actions
for violating the Prime Directive? Yes. Should he be stripped of his command or
something equally as severe? Absolutely not. A concept similar to the “spirit of the Prime
Directive” should be in place, yet must be more defined in a non-fictional setting.
The last step in this process is to determine the best course of action for first
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encounters with aliens and their respective cultures and civilizations. The Prime Directive
episodes of The Original Series do not provide a comprehensive method to first
encounters because first contact with the societies occurred before the Enterprise and its

crew arrived at the planets. The only piece of information TOS provides is that Federation
members cannot reveal their identities to primitive life forms. The main issue with that
concept is not all intelligent life forms, humanoid of not, are going to look like humans
from Earth. It will be fairly obvious to a planet’s populace that humans are not from their
planet – humanity is now the alien species. There is only one option for humanity in a
first encounter situation: attempt to communicate with the life forms and be forthcoming
about its origins, only if the encounter is with an advanced civilization. The reason for
this caveat is quite simple, in that advanced alien civilizations would presumably be
aware of possibility that there is intelligent life in the cosmos. Some potential tells if a
life form’s society is of advanced intelligence is if they have manmade satellites orbiting
their planet or a radio transmission broadcasting a message signaling that there is
intelligent life inhabiting the planet. If a group of humanoids have not progressed to the
point of interplanetary communication via displaying signs of similar technology like
satellites and radio transmissions, Earthlings should not engage in first contact because
the revelation of alien life can be considered altering the natural development of a
planet’s society.
Creating a list of situations explicitly defining what actions do and do not
constitute as violations against the Prime Directive would be too difficult to initially

create and enforce. The optimal way to approach this issue is to broadly define actions
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under the Prime Directive, treating the doctrine as the law interprets the amendments of
the U.S. Constitution. The following is how the doctrine must be written and understood:
The Prime Directive is the edict of non-interference with alien civilizations. The
Directive does not ban Earthlings from interacting and communicating with said aliens.
Any act that unintentionally or intentionally alters and affects the natural social and/or
evolutionary development of an alien planet’s civilization constitutes as a Prime
Directive violation. The Prime Directive does not apply to alien civilizations whose
institutions of authority are non-humanoid entities that forcefully strip away the rights
and autonomy of its inhabitants, preventing them from freely developing in a manner
they deem fit for themselves.
To ensure the legitimacy of this Prime Directive, a committee must be created to
oversee interactions with alien civilizations and enforce any penalties resulting from
Prime Directive violations. All communications and exchanges between Earthlings and
alien civilizations must be reported to said committee. Members of this committee will
determine whether an Earthling(s) violated the Prime Directive. Once the committee
makes a ruling, they will have established a precedent defining the legality of an action.
These rulings will eventually become a definitive guide to what actions are permitted
under the Prime Directive. If the committee rules an act to have violated the Prime
Directive, it will then determine the best course of action to removing the contaminant
and correcting the effects of the violation.

The Prime Directive episodes of The Original Series provide a solid foundation
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for a non-fictionalized version of the edict. The preservation of individual autonomy is
the underlying principle of General Order One, and should also be the underlying
principle of an Earth-based PD – liberty must be upheld at all costs. The series does not
cover all potential situations pertaining to interference, yet there is enough information to
work with in order to fill in the rest of the gaps. At the very least, if the presented
proposal for a non-fictional Prime Directive is not found to be satisfactory, it initiates a
conversation to address a very important question: How should humanity’s descendants
interact with alien life forms? Currently, this seems like a premature topic because no
form of alien life has been discovered. However, it is not a question of will humans
discover alien life forms, but when they discover these aliens. There needs to be a guiding
principle for humanity to assist themselves in how to interact in the cosmos, and the
Prime Directive is that foundational principle.
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